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EXECUTI VE SltftIARY

The Northern States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan describes actions
believed necessary to assure the survival and recovery of bald eagles in
the 24 States encompassed by the Plan. The primary recovery objective
is to reestablish self-sustaining populations of bald eagles throughout
the Northern States Region (hereafter Region). An initial, tentative
goal is to have 1,200 occupied biAeeding areas distributed over a minimum
of 16 states (for definition see Appendix D) within the Region by the
year 2000, with average annual productivity of at least 1.0 young per
occupied nest.

The most important problems believed to have reduced eagle
populations in the Region have been: 1) loss of su;table habitat. 2)
mortal;ty from shooting, trauma, poison;ng, diseases, electrocution, and
other causes, and 3) reduced repruduction caused by environmental
contaminants. Incomplete and ;nconsistently-reported informat;on plus
inadequate conmun;cat;on and coordinatiofl among agencies and indiv;duals
working w;th eagles have contributed to problems in our understanding of
the species' population dynam;cs, ~tatus, and requirements.

The specific recovery tasks described in this Plan fall
general categories:

;nto

1. ~termine current populatior; and habitat status

2. Determine
recovery.

minimum population achieveand habitat needed to

3. Protect, enhance,
habitats.

bald eagleand populations;ncrease

4. Establish and implement a coordination system for information and
conmunication.

All of the tasks in the Plan are concerned with and important to the
recovery of the species. However, som~ tasks clearly are more important
than others. Those most important ar~ described in the following four
paragraphs.

Annual surveys. Nesting surveys are required for information on
locations and absolute numbers of occupied breeding areas. Those
numbers are needed to monitor Lhanges in population status and to
determine whether the primary recovery objective is being met. Winter
surveys are needed to identify important wintering areas and establish
priorities for site-specific mayage~l~nt.
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Habitat Assessment. Essential haoltats need to be identified and
monitored so that their boundaries can be defined clearly and
information obtained for site-specific magagement.

Site-specific management ~~. These are needed for essential
habitats, including a) breeding areas, b) important winter night roosts,
c) winter areas of consistent and concentrated daytime use, and d) other
significant areas. Each of these sites is important yet unique in size,
configuration, and needs for protection and management; hence, each
requires an individual management plan. Such plans are already
commonplace and well established for many breeding areas.

Improved communication and coordination. Better coordination,
standardization, and centra~tion of statistical information about
bald eagle populations and management is needed. (Information and maps
about specific locations of individual eagle nests and winter night
roosts, however, should not be centralized, for the welfare and
protection of the birds. ~cific location information should remain
with state and federal dgencies or organizations responsible for
particular geographic areas.) The magnitude of the recovery effort is
ruch that a full time coordinator is needed for the Northern States
Region, or perhaps for the whole country. Coordination among the five
regional bald eagle recovery teams on several issues would result in the
acquisition of data in a standard format, with a minimum of redundancy,
hence lower cost. Each state and federal agency with a large role in
the recovery effort is strongly urged to assign or hire at least one
person with appropriate expertise to consolidate information and to
coordinate implementation of the Pl~~. The formation of state-level or
inter-state working groups, composed of the agency coordinators and
interested non-agency researchers, also is ~trongly recommended. The
working groups serve as a foru~ for establishing priorities and
management within a state or among neighboring states.

Other important, although less critical, research and management
tasks that will aid recovery are described briefly in the remainder of
this sulTmary.

Reestablishment of self-sustaining breeding populations in many
states is expected to occur by the natural expansion of existing
populations, provided suitable habitats are maintained. However, where
populations have been extirpated or severely reduced, restoration
probably will require transplanting wild- or captive-produced young to
suitable locations.

The ultimate success of efforts to restore breeding populations,
whether by natural or artificial means, depelids largely on survivorship.
Providing improved habitat conditions, pArticularly during the winter
period, probably is the most important means of maximizing survivorship.
Other steps include the development and implementation of programs to
reduce deaths from shooting, accidental trapping, electrocution,
poisoning, or exposure to various environmental contaminants.
Rehabilitation of siCk or injured eagles also is important, primarily
because of the public education associated with such programs.
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It is imperative that surveys, research, and management planning be
carried out by experienced, qualified personnel. T~is is particularly
important for all work involving the eagles themselves, such as when
birds are captured or handled or when nests and winter night roosts are
visited.

1 .:
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PREfACE

In 1978 the bald eagle was listed as a threatened species 1n
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Oregon and Washington, and endangered in
the remaining contiguous United States. This Plan was developed by the
Northern States Bald Eagle Recovery Team, one of five regional teams
appointed by the Director, U.S. (ish and Wildlife Service, under
authority of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. This Region includes
24 states (Figure 1). (Montana and Wyoming originally were included in
the Northern States Region but were transferred to the Pacific Region in
March 1982 to facilitate coordination and planning for the adjacent
npsting population of eagles in Idaho.) The purpose of the Plan is to
recommend specific actions to bring about the recovery of bald eagles in
the Region. The Plan is based on biological considerations and does not
attempt to resolve social and political issues.

The Team was fortunate ;n worki"9 w;th a spec;es that already has
received cons;derable study. Because of this, we opted for a concise
dncument and, after discussion and recons;derat;on, we om;tted
l;terature citations, except for statements for which the references are
not widely known. Persons wishing more detail and references should
consult Lincer et ale (1979).

The pr;mary readersh;p of th;s Plan ;s ant;c;pated to be persons ;n
state and federal agenc;es need;ng gu;del;nes for research and
management, or want;ng a ready reference for quest;ons perta;ning to
eaqles such as, "How do we deal with an ;njured or dead bird?" or "What
do we do w;th a report of a color-marked b;rd?" In add;t;on, the Plan
w;ll serve as gu;dance and reference for many non-government
researchers, corporations, pr;vate organ;zations, and ;nd;v;duals who
s;mply des;re to contr;bute to knowledge of eagles. Thus, append;ces
have been ;ncluded to help answer qu~st;ons, prov;de gu;del;nes and
standard;zat;on, and present ;nformat;on of common ;nterest that ;s not
read;ly available and synthes;zed elsewhere. These appendices provide
;nterim guidance pending complet;on of a set of similar append;ces that
w;ll accompany each of the f;ve reg;onal bald eagle recovery plans and
prov;de standard gu;del;nes for the nation as a whole.

In addition to the appendices c~il~ained here, two more are printed as
separate documents, available on request. They are 1) a summary of
historical records for bald eagle populations for the Region, compiled
by James Mattsson, Joel Kussman, and Frank Gramlich, and 2) technical
and agency review comments on the Plan.
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PART I

INTRODUCTION
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GENERAL OVERVIEW

The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is a large, long-lived bird
of prey restricted in distribution to North America. Adults, with their
dark brown bodies, white heads and white tails are well known as the
nation's symbol. However, the adult plumage is not acquired until age
four at the earliest. Bald eagles go through a series of plumages prior
to attaining adult colorat;on, and in some plumages the young bear a
superficial resemblance to the golden eagle (~1l! ~hrysaetos).

Sexual maturity is reached at four to six years of age, but the birds
may be considerably older before they breed for the first time.
Known-age bald eagles in the wild have bred at four years (individuals
originally released as nestlings into New York, NYe 1981) and as late as
seven years (a color marked bird in Saskatchewan, Gerrard personal
conmunication). The average life span is not known, but 30 years is a
reasonable estimate of potential longevity under natural conditions.
Mortality is though to be relatively high in the immature age classes
but much lower for birds that manage to survive their first year or two
(Sherrod et al. 1977). Many birds probably do not reach sexual maturity
and few are likely to live until age 30.

Nesting bald eagles are associated almost exclusively with lakes,
rivers, or sea coasts. Fish are the major item in their diet. Eagles
commonly are said to mate for life but there are few data on this point.
Birds are likely to replace lost mates and there may be other changes of
mates.

Adults tend to use the same breeding area (see Appendix 0 for
definitions). and often the same nest. each year. The nests are
primarily in trees. and to a lesser extent on cliffs or (rarely) on the
ground. Clutch sizes range from one to three eggs. Successful pairs
usually raise one or two young, or occasionally three per nesting
attempt. Nesting phenology depends largely on latitude; egg-laying
ranQes from November in Florida to May in Alaska and northern Canada.
The time between egg-laying and fledging is approximately four months.
The entire breeding cycle. from initial activity at a nest through the
period of fledgling dependency, is about six months.

The breeding range has receded during the 19th and 20th centuries.
Historic records indicate that bald eagles formerly nested in at least
45 of the contiguous 48 states. As of 1981, however, occupied nests
were known in only 30 states, and approximately 90% of the 1250 or so
known pairs were in just 10 states: Florida, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Washington, Michigan, Oregon, Maine, California, Maryland, and Virginia
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(Green 1982). In contrast, large numbers of pairs, perhaps ten times
the number in the contiguous states, continue to nest in parts of Alaska
and Canada south of the Arctic tundra.

-
A few adult bald eagles in the te~erate latitudes and far north

remain in association with nesting areas throughout the year. However,
most bald eagles in the interior Canadian provinces and northern United
States move south in the fall, probably in response to changes in prey
availability and weather conditions. As a result, thousands of bald
eagles (approximately 13,000 were counted during the 1981 nationwide
midwinter survey sponsored by the National Wildlife Federation) are
present in the contiguous 48 states from November through March, which
is referred to in the Plan as the "wintering period.- Because nesting
phenology varies with latitude, the wintering period overlaps with the
initial weeks of the nesting season in some areas.

Wintering bald eagles occur throughout the country but are most
abundant in the west and midwest. An abundant, readily available food
supply in conjunction with one or more suitable night roost sites is the
primary characteristic of winter habitat. The majority or wintering
eagles are found near open water and they feed on fish and waterfowl,
often taking those which are dead, crippled, or otherwise vulnerable.
Mammalian carrion is an important alternate source of food at some
locations. Also, many bald eagles spend a substantial portion of the
wintering period in terrestrial habitats far from open water, relying on
prey they can catch easily or scavenge, such as big game or livestock
carrion and small mammals.

At night wintering eagles often congregate at communal roost trees,
in some cases traveling 20 km or more from feeding areas to a roost
site. The same roosts are used for several years. Many are in locations
that are protected from the wind by vegetation or terrain, providing a
more favorable thermal environment. The use of these protected sites
helps minimize the energy stress encountered by wintering birds. It
also has been suggested that communal roosting facilitates food-finding.
In addition to natural factors, roost sites generally provide isolation
from humans. When human disturbance of a night roost occurs, birds may
abandon the location (Steenhof 1976, Hansen et al. 1981, Keister 1981).
In some locations the absence of a suitable night roost could limit the
use of otherwise suitable habitat.

The tendency for bald eagles to congregate at certain locations
during the wintering period is well known and for years it had been
assumed that most of the birds were at concentration areas. However,
recent analyses of data collected during the National Wildlife
Federation's nationwide midwinter surveys indicate that perhaps only
about 50% of the bald eagles present in the Region are in concentration
areas; others are present in hundreds of locations that are used
regularly by one to 20 birds. Collectively the smaller groupings and
individuals probably are equal in importance to the larger concentration
areas.

- 4



Although it is clear that nesting bald eagles have declined in the
contiguous states, the rates, progress, and dynamics of the decline are
not well understood. We have relatively good information on the numbers
and success of nesting birds but little data on the number of
nonbreeding adults and immatures, what age they begin breeding in the
wild, the length (in years) of the reproductive period for adults, and
the turnover and replacement of mates. We have limited information on
the population dynamics of wintering eagles and, aside from a small
sample of color-marked birds and the first-year recovery rates of banded
nestlings, virtually no information on survival rates.

HYPothetical modeling of bald eagle populations, using a variety of
models and reproduction-survival schedules, shows that both reproduction
and survival are important. Of the two, changes in survival have more
impact on the population than similar changes in reproductive rates.
Depending on survival, it is possible for populations with lower
reproduction to do better than others with higher reproduction (Grier
1980). Reproduction of bald eagles appears to have increased following
a oeriod of reduced productivity from the late 1940's to the early
1970's. We do not know for sure what that means without concurrent
survival information. The implications are 1) that variation in
reproductive rates may not be quite as important as we formerly thought
(although it is still important and cannot be ignored) and 2) that we
should pay more attention to survival and the habitat upon which
survival depends.

We need to pursue better information and understanding of eagle
population dynamics. In the meantime we have to rely on information
about numbers of nesting birds and maintain our assessment of the
reproductive side of the population equation.
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CAUSES OF POPULATION DECLINES

Nesting populations of bald eagles were reduced seriously in many
states during the 19th century. These early declines are attributed
primarily to loss of habitat, plus mortality from shooting and trapping.
These problems have continued, even accelerated in some localities.
During the mid-20th century a new problem, environmental contamination,
entered the picture and caused further significant declines in the
remaining nesting populations.

Loss of habitat is perhaps the most serious negative factor,
certainly the most difficult to halt and reverse. The destruction of
wild areas through land development and increased human activity is
affecting adversely the suitability of both breeding and wintering
areas. The cumulative aspect of habitat loss is the core of the
problem. While actions or developments that detrimentally affect
individual areas do not appear to "jeopardize the species" as a whole,
the cumulative effect of many small, seemingly inconsequential actions
on eagles may be significant.

Disturbance. although difficult to assess and evaluate. has been
suggested as a cause of reproductive failure in some breeding areas and
a factor that adversely affects the suitability of wintering areas.
Eagles vary in their response to human activity. some individuals being
tolerant while others are easily disturbed.

For more than two decades eagles found dead or moribound have been
sent to research laboratories of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
necropsies and chemical analyses to determine cause of death. Published
summaries of data through the mid 1970s reveal that shooting and trauma
were leading causes of death. Poi~oning, electrocution, disease, and
trapping injuries were other important causes in varying proportions
from year to year. Bald eagle mortality data from 1975 to the present
recently were computerized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. These
data (N = 754) disclose the following distribution: trauma, 21%; shot,
17.6%; rotten (too decomposed for a diagnosis), 12.3%; emaciation, 9.7%;
electrocution, 9.3%; poisoned, 8.4%; infectious diseases, 8.0%; open (no
diagnosis determined), 5.7%; trapped, 5.2%; drowned, 0.7%; and other,
2.1%.

Eagle population losses from habitat destruction and other human acts
such as shooting and trapping usually are identifiable and could be
reversed under sound management. Far more insidious are losses
resulting from direct or indirect effects of environmental pollutants or
contaminants.
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Direct toxic effects of organochlorine insecticides have had severe
adverse impacts on bald eagle populations. Dieldrin and endrin were
implicated most often in acute poisonings, that is, those resulting in
deaths of individual birds. However, it is DOE, a metabolite or
breakdown product of DOT, that caused gravest contaminant problems for
eagle welfare. Heavy DOT applications were implicated in massive acute
kills of birds and other non-target fish and wildlife. By the late
1960's pesticide researchers had discovered and proven experimentally
that chronic exposure even to low levels of DOE inhibits reproduction in
many bird species. The inhibition results primarily from thinning of
eggshells causing failure to hatch. Through physiological mechanisms
not fully understood, DOE interferes with calcium metabolism. Eggshell
thinning occurs most commonly in flesh-eating birds, especially those
that feed heavily on birds or fish at the ends of long food chains.
Eagles living even part of the year in areas with high background levels
of DOT absorb amounts sub-lethal to adults but sufficient to cause
eggshell thinning and loss of annual production.

Nesting pairs under observation in Maine, New Jersey, New York, and
other northern states failed year after year to produce young. Analyses
of unhatched eggs disclosed high DOE residues and resultant shell
thinning. With curtailment of use of DOT and other organochlorine
insecticides in the early 1970's, the problem gradually is being
reduced.

Of the heavy metals found in eagle foods', only mercury and lead have
been implicated in eagle deaths. Pollution control efforts have reduced
the threat from mercury contamination but we still do not know about
lead. Lead is showing up with increasing frequency as a cause of
poisoning in eagles. In recent years wintering eagles have concentrated
near public hunting areas in the fall where they feed on crippled ducks
and geese. Eating lead-poisoned prey may be one source of secondary
poisoning.

Pollutant or contaminant effects may be indirect. as when habitat
components are damaged or destroyed. or direct. as when the eagles
suffer chemical injury. Indirect effects attributable to pesticides.
heavy metals. or the better known industrial pollutant-contaminants
generally have not been separable from other. more gross habitat
disturbances. When eagles have been driven from historic ranges by
human encroachment. it is moot whether there was a concomitant
chp"';ca1-caused lowering of the fish food base or loss of nesting or
roosting trees.

However. one indirect chemical effect that may occur. is the
phenomenon known as acid rain. Hundreds of Northern Hemisphere lakes.
notably in $candanavia and in New York's Adirondack Mountains. have
become so acidic that they no longer support viable fish populations.
lakes throughout New England. and the northern regions of Minnesota.
Wisconsin and Michigan are considered most vulnerable to acidification.
Oxides of sulfur and nitrogen are primary ingredients of acid rain.
Stationary and transportation-related burning of fossil fuels are
primary sources. Many lake areas already damaged or susceptible to acid
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rain damage are in wilderness or semi-wilderness forest areas, that is,
areas already supporting eagles or with potential for re-introduction.
Early indications are that until the problem of acidification of lakes
is addressed successfully, the future is bleak for the aquatic-based
biota on which the eagle is dependent in certain parts of its range.
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DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE IN NORTHERN STATES REGION

Published information on status and distribution of bald eagles prior
to the 1960's gives a subjective picture at best. In 1960 the National
Audubon Society initiated the Continental Bald Eagle Project which
revealed that eagles were experiencing reproductive difficulties. This
provoked widespread interest in bald eagles and resulted in various
federal and state agencies and private individuals undertaking extensive
efforts to monitor populations throughout the United States and Canada.
Thus, a new era began in our knowledge of bald eagle 'distribution and
status. For this reason the information on distribution and abundance is
organized in the following sequence: pre-history, former (prior to 1960)
and current (1960 to present).

PRE-HISTORY

The bald eagle is not uncommon in the fossil record of North America.
However, only two records, both Pleistocene in origin, are known for the
Region, one from Sheridan County, Nebraska and one from Genesee County,
Michigan.

FORMER DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE

A thorough documentation of historical records was an integral step
necessary to evaluate changes in bald eagle populations in the Region.
To facilitate this objective the major, and many of the minor, or
anecdotal, historical records were collated. Because these records are
numerous, they are presented as a separate appendix publication (in
preparation) consisting of annoted records arranged by state. This
section consists of narrative summaries of the most pertinent records
for each state, minus the literature citations which are included in the
appendix. Dates of references, however, are included in parentheses.
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(Some of the information prior to the 1960's was not published until
after 1960. Many references did not include dates for observations;
hence, publication dates are used.) The number and quality of
historical records vary greatly within and among states; the variability
is reflected in this section.

Colorado

Nesting. Historically a breeding bird in the mountainous regions to
10,000 feet (1912). A common resident of the mountain areas in and
around Rocky Mountain National Park in the 1940's and 50's. Successful
nesting records include Bent, Garfield, and Gunnison counties and one on
the Garfield-Rio Blanco County line.

Wintering. Described as a winter visitor (1965), and a rare
transient in the Boulder area (1937). Collection records document two
bald eagles. one killed in South Park in December, 1877, the other
collected in November, 1886. One specimen was killed in Morgan County
in December' 1904. Observations include two birds in Boulder County in
Oecenber, 1909, and one in March 1912. Ten winter records exist from
near Boulder in 1941-42. Four birds observed near Sapinero in Gunnison
County in January 1939; and 25, mostly immatures, circling over the
Green River not far from Dinosaur National Monument in March 1951. Sixty
birds counted near Eleven Mile Reservoir in Park County in February
1951.

~necticut

Nesting. Considered a residentt breeding on the Housatonic River and
other suitable locations (1877) and formerly breeding in unsettled parts
of state (1913). Reported nesting in the Connecticut Valley Mountains
(1927). Successfully nested in 1939 in Essex County. Believed to nest
in Essex and Middlesex counties until the late 1950's. Nesting probably
occurred in Fairfieldt Litchfieldt New Havent and New london counties as
well.

1877~ 1913).Considere:d a spring and fa migrantWintering.
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Illinois

Nesting. Reported as nesting in the lower Wabash Valley (1874) and
as breeding sparingly statewide, specifically in Lake County (1876).
Rare in Marshall County with four known nests (1890). Formerly nested
in northeastern Illinois along the Lake Michigan shore (1918). Reported
nesting in Alexander, Gallatin, and Hamilton counties.

Wintering. Considered common (1876) and most abundant during winter
(1881). During the 1860's large numbers fed on dead fish and offal from
slaughter houses along the Mississippi River at Des ~ines Rapids in
Hancock County (1942). The population at Hamilton. Illinois increased
significantly following construction of the Keokuk Dam (1949). Christmas
Bird Count data indicate an increase in bald eagles which corresponded
with the construction of dams along the Mississippi River in the 1940's
(1963).

Ind;ana

Nesting. Formerly a common resident throughout the state. Reported
nesting in DeKalb. Franklin. Knox. lake. LaPorte. and Starke counties.
but no longer known to breed east and south of the Wabash River (1897).
Two egg sets of three each were collected at English lake in Starke
County near the turn of the century.

Wintering. Frequent winter visitor along the Wabash and Tippecanoe
rivers in Carroll County (1888). A male of unknown age was collected in
Franklin County in January 1888.

Iowa

Nesting- Considered occasional (1897) and very exceptional, having
been common formerly. Frequently nested in favorable localities (1907).
No breeding records since 1892 according to one author (1933). Reported
to have nested in Allamakee, Blackhawk, Hardin, Jasper. linn. and Sac
counties. One egg was collected from a set of two in Hardin County
(1907).
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Winter;ng. Frequent along water courses dur;ng m;grat;on (1897) but
common only dur;ng the w;nter (1907. 1934). Formerly w;ntered along the
M;ss;ss;pp; R;ver ;n Clayton. Lee. and Scott counties. Numbers increased
sharply around 1950 following construction of several dams by U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (1959).

Kansas

Nesting. Described as a rare summer resident (1891, 1899). Reported
to have been CORman in the Kansas City region, but currently rare in
sunmer (1919). Once considered a resident bird in Kansas, .but by the mid
1900's it had become a rare winter visitor (1946). No verified records
of successful nesting in the 20th century (1956).

Wintering. Rare winter visitor in Kansas City region (1919).
Occasionally wintered in Kansas (1935). Reported to be a common winter
resident along the south branch of the Solomon River in Rooks County
(1934). Winter survey records from 1951-1962 indicated the bald eagle a
common winter resident in the proximity of the Arkansas River. Records
were verified for Clark, Finney, Gave, Hodgeman, Kearny, Linn, Neosho,
Phillips, and Stafford counties. Eagles have been reported in Barton,
Ford, Hamilton, Meade, Rice and Seward counties (1966).

Maine

Nesting. Early accounts (1605. 1668. 1806. 1820) indicate that bald
eagles were extremely common and numerous in coastal Maine and probably
resident throughout the year. By 1908 the number of pairs was estimated
at not over 100; considered very rare. One author noted 50-100 pairs
inland and along the coast and a reduction in the Kennebec Valley
(1927). Considered regularly uncommon throughout the state in summer
(1949). Another author documented a complete cessation of production in
1953-56 and a lack of hatching in nests he observed (1957). Reported
nesting in Aroostook. Hancock. Kennebec. Lincoln. Oxford. Penobscot.
Piscataquis. Sagadhoc and Washington counties.

Wintering. An "infinite number" reported in Casco Bay, Cumberland
County, many being shot to feed hogs (1668). Considered common to
numerous in a few coastal localities (1949). large concentrations
(25-52) reported in Oxford, lincoln, and Hancock counties.
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Massachusetts

Nesting. Reported nesting along the Atlantic coast and Connecticut
River Valley (1883, 1890, 1927, 1937). Considered rare in the west and
occasional in the east in all seasons (1901) and an uncommon visitor in
Essex County (1905). Nesting reported in Barnstable, Franklin, and
H~den counties.

Wintering- Reported as a rare winter visitor and migrant (1901), as
occasional in winter (1937) and as an irregular coastal visitor (1955).

Michigan

Nesting. Listed as not rare statewide and common in the Upper
Peninsula (1893). Generally distributed over the state and most common
near the Great Lakes and larger rivers; formerly more abundant (1912).
Considered an uncommon resident (1938, 1951) and mostly restricted to
the northern half of state (1959). At least 50 breeding pairs estimated
in the state in the early 1940's (1951). Reported nesting in Alcona,
Alger, Allegan, Antrim, Arenac, Baraga, Bay, Benzie, Oheboygan,
Charlevoix, Ohippewa, Crawford, Delta, Emmet, Gogebic, Grand Traverse,
Huron, losco, Keweenaw, Lake, Leelanau, Mackinac, Macomb, Manistee,
Marquette, Mason, Monroe, Montmorency, Muskegon, Newaygo, ogemaw,
Oscoda, Roscommon, Saginaw, St. Clair, Schoolcraft, $hiawassee, Tuscola,
Wayne, Washtenaw, and probably Menominee and St. Joseph counties.
Nesting in Macomb and Wayne counties occurred about the turn of the
century. Formerly nested on islands in lakes Huron, Michigan, and
Superior.

Wintering. Rare winter visitor in the north; regular during fall,
winter, and early spring along Lake Erie (1951, 1959). Frequent in
winter in Allegan County (1944). Reported in Benzie, Chippewa,
Hillsdale, and Wayne counties.

Minnesota

Nesting. Reported as not common (1890) and as formerly common but
much reduced numbers (1932). Several nests reported along the Red River
between Moorhead and Pembina, North Dakota, in 1873. Reported nesting in
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Becker. Cass. Clearwater. Cook. Crow Wing. Hennepin. Hubbard.
Jackson. lake. Marshall. St. lou;s. and Stearns count;es.

Itasca.

along the
in Wabasha.

W;nter;ng. Rare statew;de
M;ss;ss;pp; R;ver in Dakota
Sherburne, and Dakota count;es.

. (1932); fa;rly common
County (1931). Reported

Missouri

Nesting. Formerly bred along all large rivers; considered nearly
extinct by one author (1907). Rare permanent res;dent throughout state
(1932) with probably fewer than 50 pairs (1939). Nest;ng reported in
Andrew, Buchanan, New Madr;d, Platte, Oregon, St. Charles, and poss;bly
Holt counties.

Uncommon winter resident (1907).Wintering.

Nebraska

Nesting. Formerly a common breeder in the Missouri River Valley and
also nesting in Gage County in the late 1870's and early 1880's.
Nesting sites ,'eported in both Gage and Cherry counties (1896). One
author noted that bald eagles .probably formerly bred in the more
heavily wooded portions of northeastern Nebraska, and it is likely that
a few still do so, but there are no definite breeding records. (1901).
No verified record exists of successful nesting in the 1900's.

Wintering. Listed as an uncommon migrant and winter visitor (1945).
Work in 1959-60 documented 14 locations being used by wintering eagles.

~ Hampshire

Nesting. Considered as -tolerably common- during the summer around
lakes and ponds, particularly Winnepasaukee Lake and the bay along the
river that drains it (Be11knap and Carroll counties) (1898). Noted as
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uncommon ;n summer and as occurr;ng ;n the southeast (Rock;ngham County)
(1903). L;sted as an uncommon summer res;dent ;n Coos County (1911).
Records ;nd;cate that eagles last nested at lake Umbagog ;n Coos County
;n 1949.

Wintering. Reported as occasional (1899). The Audubon Society of
New Hampshire reported sightings in all but one winter between 1949 and
1980.

~ Jersey

Nesting. A total of 10 active nests reported in Cape May.
Cumberland. and Salem counties in 1936 (1937). Sixteen immatures were
present at Ft. Matt. Salem County on 1 August 1936. In the early 1950's.
seven nesting pairs were known in Cunt>erland County alone. An eagle
could be seen on most trips along the Delaware Bay shore (1952). As of
1959.10 active nests were known statewide (1964).

Wintering. Seen regularly in fall and winter (1937). An averaqe of
67 fall migrants were recorded at Cap~ May Point from 1931-1937 (1973).
The maximum nuni>er of bald eagle~ recorded during the Christmas Bird
Count period, 1930-59, was 12 in 1952.

New York--

Nesting. Commonly observed until nesting and wintering populations
began to decline in the early 1900's. Seventy-two historic nest sites
have been identified in Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Essex, Erie, Franklin,
Hamilton, Jefferson, livingston, Madison, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga,
Orleans, Oswego, St. lawrence, Seneca, Suffolk, Warren, Washington and
Wayne counties. Nests were known to exist ;n these areas into the
1950's; however, by 1960 nesting activity had ceased at most nest sites
in the state.

Wintering. Often seen along major rivers and near large lakes where
open water persisted. particularly long Island, the lower Hudson River.
and along the eastern shores of lake Ontario (1937. 1953). During one
winter in the mid 1800's. 60-70 bald eagles were shot on long Island
(1844). Considered to have been a rare winter visitor (1974). Migrant
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eagles were formerly found to occur throughout the state including Long
Island, the shores of the Great Lakes, central New York and Adirondack
~untains.

North Dakota

Nest;ng. Breed;ng populat;ons were common ;n the 1800's and early
1900's prox;mal to the larger r;vers and lakes that were bordered by
mature stands of trees. Nested regularly along the Red R;ver between
Fargo and Pemb;na (1878, 1959) and ;n the v;c;n;ty of Dev;ls Lake
(1895). Many nests were also reported along the M;ssou.r; R;ver from
Mandan to the ~ntana state l;ne (1897, 1927, 1928, 1961). Isolated
nest;ng s;tes reported at Lake Jess;e ;n Gr;ggs County ;n 1853, ;n the
Turtle Mounta;ns ;n 1890, and near Kenmare ;n Ward County ;n 1893.

Wintering. Little information on wintering activities (1928). Rare
fall and winter occupancy noted along the Missouri River in eastern
McKenzie County (1928).

<J110

Nesting. listed as common in some localities (1879) and as a rare
resident (1903); a few pairs nesting along the shore of lake Erie and
large reservoirs, being most numerous ;n the v;c;n;ty of Sandusky.
Breed;ng reported ;n Ashtabula, Augla;ze, Cuyahoga, Er;e, H;ghland,
lake, logan, lora;n, lucas, Mercer, Ottawa, Sandusky, Wayne, and
poss;bly Pauld;ng count;es. Also reported to have nested at Rockport ;n
1850, 1852, and 1858 and at Grand Reserve, Ind;an and Buckeye lakes.
Eggs were collected ;n Ottawa County ;n 1916, 1917, and 1918, and ;n
Sandusky County ;n 1922.

Wintering. Sometimes appeared in Mconsiderable numbersM at Licking
Reservoir (1903).
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Oklahoma

Nesting. listed as an irregular resident. but common around
impoundments. May have nested along the Arkansas River (Osage County)
in 1908. Nesting attempt was made near Ft. Gibson Reservoir (Wagoner
County) in 1950; however. no young were reared. Pairs of adults spent
the summer of 1950 ~'ong upper Spavinaw lake. but did not nest.

Wintering. Frequent winter resident around impoundments, reservoirs,
and other large bodies of water (1967). Sizable winter roosting areas
existed at Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge in Alfalfa County
(1954), Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge in Comanche County (1959), and
Grand Lake in Ottawa County (1961). Numbers at all traditional
wintering areas generally varied greatly from year to year.

Pennsylvania

Nesting. Rare breeder along the Susquehanna (1890); fairly common at
Erie (1928). Reported nesting in Bradford, Crawford, Erie, Lancaster,
Pike, and possibly Philadelphia counties. Two egg sets of two each were
collected from Lancaster County, one in 1885 and one in 1920.

Wintering. Present all year (1890,
migrant and occasional in winter (1928).

1942). irregularRare and

Rhode Island

Nesting. Considered an irregular visitor (1903).
historical records of bald eagles nesting in the state.

There are no

Wintering. No information available.
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South Dakota

Nesting: Considered a rare summer breeder in southeastern South
Dakota (1885). Listed as a rare res;dent in the badlands reg;on (1909).
Represented ;n H. 8ehrens collect;on of b;rds of the Rapid C;ty area
(1909).

Wintering. Scant documentation available. Bald eagles historically
used the Missouri River flowage and associated reservoir systems and
tailrace areas below most dams throughout the migration/wintering
period.

Utah

Nesting. Described as "formerly a permanent resident" (1975).
Regularly visited Utah Lake (Utah County) for fish (1875). Nesting rare
in southeastern Utah (1945). Documented nesting in following counties:
Salt Lake (1918), Summit (1922), Tooele (1922), Utah (1928), and Wasatch
(1914).

Wintering. Frequently observed in the early fall 1871 around Ogden
in Weber County. Documented near Provo (Utah County) and in Garfield,
Kane, and Sevier counties in the winter of 1888. More recent
observations (1944) indicated that bald eagles may overwinter in Utah.
A concentration of 120 birds reported near the Bear River Migratory Bird
Refuge in Box Elder County (1957).

Vermont

Nesting. Formal documentation of nesting is lacking; however. recent
correspondence suggests that historical nesting probably occured.

Wintering. New Hampshire records from the Connecticut River Valley
(6 winters) must be partly credited to Vermont as the river forms a
boundary between the two states.
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Niscons;n

Nesting. Reported as numerous throughout the state (1854) and
nesting in the northern part of the state and along the Mississippi
River (1903). Nesting reported in Adams, Bayfield, Door, Forest, Iron,
Jackson, Jefferson, Marinette, Oconto, Oneida, Sawyer, Vilas, and
Washburm counties.

Wintering. Spring and fall migrant in southern part of state (1903).
Single immature eagles were collected in 1900 and 1931 in Dodge County.
Occasional throughout the state but regular in Dane County (1940).

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE

Nesting bald eagles have been extirpated in Connecticut, Indiana,
Kansas, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Nebraska, and Utah. Evidence of
possible natural re-establishment by bald eagles exists for Connecticut
but to date there is no confirmation. There is no evidence that bald
eagles ever nested in Rhode Island or Vermont.

The county distribution of occupied breeding areas between 1960 and
1980 is presented in Figure 2. Distribution varied somewhat during this
period. Nesting population densities within certain counties declined
appreciably but recently have increased in others. In Michigan. for
exan1)le. during the late 1950's bald eagles nested in 44 counties. A
steep decline in reproduction was then already well underway; at least
5-7 counties had been vacated since about 1945. During about 1960-1973
the bald eagle disappeared as a breeding bird from 18 (41%) of the 44
counties (including Isle Royale and the Beaver and Manitou Islands).
Beginning in 1974 Bald Eagles re-established themselves in six of these
counties. and a nesting atten1)t occurred in 1981 in a seventh county.
This leaves 11 (25%) of the 44 counties where eagles nested two decades
ago currently with no nesting pairs.

PrOductivity data for 1981 are presented in Table 1. Of 568 known
occupied breeding areas, 544 (96%) occurred in Minnesota, WTSConsln7
Michigan, and Maine. An eiiminat1On of historical records reveals that
the proportion of breeding areas outside these 4 states has decreased
markedly. In 1981 only 66 (10%) of 640 young were produced in states
other than the four mentioned.
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Figure 2. Occupied bald eagle breeding areas by county. 1960-80.
There have been considerable shifts among counties
during this period. however (see text for description
of changes in Michigan).



Table 1.

Numer of known
Breeding areas Young/nes~

Known KnC*n Young
State occupied successful producedc occupied successful

5
0
2
0
1
0

64
0

102
190

2
0
0
1
2
0
6
1
4
0
0
0
0

188-
568

3
0
1
0
0
0

34
0

63
132

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
0
0

nL
376

1.00
0
1.00
0
0
0
0.77
0
1.03
1.27
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.0
0
1.0
0
0
0
0
~-
1.13

1.67
0
2.0
0
0
0
1.44
0
1.67
1.83
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.0
0
1.33
0
0
0
0
1.66

1.70

5
0
2
0
0
0

49
0

105
242

( 2 reintro.)
0
0
0

(23 reintro.)
0

6( 3 reintro.)
0

4( 1 reintro.)
0
0
0
0

227

640

Colorado
Connecticut
Illinois
Indiana
IfNa
Kansas
K1ine
~ssachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
Nes Ha~sh i re
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
~io
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Vermont
Utah
Wisconsin

TOTAL
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The best wide-scale information for the wintering period is from the
nationwide midwinter (January) survey coordinated by the National
Wildlife Federation. Results of the 1979-81 surveys are presented in
Table 2. These data are not directly comparable between states or years
because survey coverage is variable. Nevertheless. the data probably do
reflect the use of the various states by bald eagles during January.

Vermont and Rhode Island have no known records of former use by
wintering eagles. and there is little current use. Wintering bald
eagles occur in relatively low numbers in New Hampshire. Connecticut.
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania. New York. New Jersey. Ohio. Indiana.
Michigan. Wisconsin. Minnesota. and North Dakota. which together
accounted for only about 41 of birds counted in the Region during
January 1981. There may be more birds wintering in dispersed.
relatively inaccessible parts of Michigan. Wisconsin. and Minnesota.
however. than have been observed or suspected. Although these states
appear relatively unimportant in terms of the total number of birds
supported. some sites may be key wintering areas for birds from breeding
areas within the Region.

Ma;ne and Iowa w;th peak counts of approx;mately 100 and 200.
respect;vely. support not;ceably larger w;nter;ng populat;ons than the
aforement;oned states; however. they apparently are not used to the same
extent as the rema;n;ng states ;n the reg;on. Colorado. Il1;no1s.
Kansas. Missouri. Nebraska. Oklahoma. South Dakota. Utah. and the
Mississippi River each support several hundred eagles every winter.
Collectively these accounted for over gO% of the eagles recorded in the
m;dwinter surveys ;n the reg;on and nearly 50% of the nationwide total.
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Bald eagles counted in the Northern States region during
the National Wildlife Federation midwinter bald eagle
surveys, January 1979-1981.

Table 2.

Nu~er Counted
1979 1980 1981State

595
11

599
5

128
324
107
25
37
16

948
442

3
13
36
40
7

569
11
0

407
661

0
70

945

536
26

405
6

202
308
107
19
44
8

955
440

8
9

35
54
10

542
26
1

372
743

1
88

1,098

316
20

149
3

41
165
109

8
30
3

178
204

0
6

41
30
6

581
5
1

62
627

0
53

1,350

Colorado
Connecticut
Illinoisa
Indiana
Iowaa
Knasas
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesotaa
Missouria
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Utah
Venoont
Wisconsina

bMississippi River

Total 6,0433.988 5.999

Nationwide TotalC 12.9039.115 12,340

aDoes not include eagles counted along the Mississippi River.

bFrom approximately Minneapolis. Minnesota. to Hickman. Kentucky/Dorena. Missouri

CResults do not ;nclude pa;rs occupy;ng breed;ng areas ;n southern States
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PRESENT MANAGEMENT

Aside from legislation such as the Bald Eagle Act of 1940. and
related occasional enforcement. management efforts and research
interests in bald eagles were extremely limited prior to the early
1960'5. The Nat;onal Audubon Society's Continental Bald Eagle Project.
1n;t;ated in 1960. was the first organized attempt to assess the
breeding population and to monitor reproduct;ve success of the species
across the United States.

As habitat loss and declines in reproduction became known, interest
in eagles increased dramatically among federal and state agencies,
universities and private organizations. The first agency to develop a
specific habitat management program for protection of bald eagle nests
was the U.S. Forest Service. In 19£3 buffer zone constraints were
established at all known nest sites on National Forest lands in the
Great Lakes Region. Since then the biology and habitat requirements of
the species have been researched andmanagement strategies have been
implemented in additional breeding areas and a few wintering areas.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and state agencies also began
showing more interest in the species during the same period, often
recording eagles during waterfowl surv~ys or conducting specific surveys
for the eagles. The National Wildlife Federation, through a corporate
grant, established a Raptor Ii'lformation Center during the 1976
bicentennial with special emphasis on the bald eagle. They published a
comprehensive bald eagle bibliography and initiated the nationwide
midwinter survey.

Population monitoring efforts in breeding and wintering areas, which
in the early years were confined largely to the mid-west and east have
increased, and now large portions of the nation are covered by surveys
to locate breeding and wintering areas and to monitor nesting success.
In the east and mid-west these surveys are handled cooperatively by the
U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, state wildlife
agencies and private volunteers. In the west other agencies, such as
the Bureau of Land Management and Bureau of Reclamation have joined in

the overall effort.

Organizations such as the National Wildlife Federation, The Nature
Conservancy, and Eagle Valley Environmentalists have been effective in
acquiring and protecting some key habitats, especially wintering areas.

Efforts have been underway through cooperative arrangements between
state and federal agencies to bolster or re-establish breeding
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populations by moving captive-bred young or young from relat;vely secure
populations in the Great Lake states and Alaska to suitable but empty
habitat in New York. Ohio. Missouri. Massachusetts. and other locat;ons
outs;de the Northern States Region.

Contaminant monitoring, captive breeding, law enforcement and
population monitoring have been major activities of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. When the bald eagle was declared an endangered or
threatened species in 1978 under the Endangered Species Act, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responsibility was further extended to include
administration of the Act and the attendant actions necessary for the
recovery of the species. The Bald Eagle Act and the amended (1972)
Migratory Bird Treaty Act provide for national protection of bald
eagles. Most states also have laws providing for their protection.
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ESSENTIAl HABITAT

DEfINITION AND SIGNIfICANCE

Essential habitats are locations that biologists consider necessary
for continued survival and recovery of a species.

The species requirements considered in the legal
Critical Habitat are used here to identify essent;al
requirements include, but are not l;n,ited to:

designation of
habitat. These

1. space for individual and population growth and normal behavior.

2. food, water, air, light,
physiological requirements,

minerals other nutritional oror

3. cover or shelter

4. sites for breeding, reproduction, rearing of offspring, and

5. protection from disturbance.

Essential habitat areas should receive appropriate management.
Recommended guidelines for identifying essential habitat in the Region
are described below. Specific areas of essential habitat have not been
identified in the Plan; that task is the responsibility of state and
federal agencies as identified in section 1.2 of the step-down plan.
However. as these areas are ;dent;fied. the appropriate fish and
W;ldlife Region should be contacted as to the locations. Critical
habitat for the bald eagle has not been determined.
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BREEDING HABITAT

Breeding habitat, including all p()tential and occupied breeding
areas, alternate (defined in Appendix D), and infrequently used areas
hould be considered essential habitat. General guidelines for

delineations at each area are as follows:

1. Essential habitat at each nest site is considered generally to
encompass a minimum of 640 acres. including aquatic and
terrestrial habitat used for foraging, and essential features of
air. water. land. and solitude necessary for the breeding pair at
the site. Where sufficient information exists to show that 640
acres probably are not sufficierlt. a larger area should be
considered essential; l1k~wise. if it can be documented clearly,
less than 640 acres may suffice and in some instances tracts may
be considered (see Appendix ~.).

The configuration of essential ~abitat at each s;te may vary. but
should correspond to legal 1ano 1ines or survey descr;ptions to
facilitate l;sting and i~entificat;on ;n public documents. The
actual nest structure(s) does (do) not need to be at the center
of the area nor must the are) be ;n any particular configuration
(e.g.. square).

2.

In areas of high nesting density, a larger single
essential habitat may be more appropriate than severa
ones.

unit of
smaller

3.

4. Essential habitat should be contiguous unless feeding areas or
other essential habitat cOn1)onellts are relatively far removed
from the nesting area.

Essent;al hab;tat may include private as well as publ;c land.5.
6. Essential habitat designations associated with breeding areas

that become abandoned should remai~ in effect. provided the sites
remain suitable for reoccupation. If the breeding areas are
rendered permanently unsuitable the essential habitat designation
may be removed.

Essential habitat associated with unoccupied and potential
breeding areas is difficult to d~termine. This is best done by
considering areas that are similar to known occupied sites and by
consulting with knowledgeable persons.

7.
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LOCATIONS USED BY NONBREEDING EAGLES

nonbreeding bald
should also be

Locations perennially used by
eagles during the breeding or
designated essential habitat.

adult or 1nmature
post-breeding period

1. Essent;al hab;tat ;n these areas is not necessar;ly assoc;ated
w;th nest s;tes.

2. Essential habitat includes terrestrial areas. lakes. coastal
shorelines. or river segments associated with important food
sources. and a zone for perching. feeding. or roosting that
provides a visible screen from human disturbance.

3. The conf;gurat1on of essent;al hab;tat ;n each area should
correspond to legal land lines or survey descriptions to
facil;tate 1;st1ng and 1dentificat;on ;n public documents.

4. Decisions on the importance of an area, depending on the number
of birds involved and availability of other habitat, must be made
on a regional basis in consultation with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
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WINTEKING AREAS

Survival of individual bald eQ~les, particularly those in their first
year of life, probably depends heavily on conditions they encounter
during the wintering period. The physiological condition of adults at
the beginning of each breeding season, an important factor influencing
reproductive success, also is affecteD by how well their energy demands
are met in wintering areas. Thus, the survival and recovery of nesting
populations in the Region depends in part on the eagles having suitable
locations to use throughout the wintering period each year.

Although w;ntering areas un~IJest;onably are ;mportant. it is
imposs;ble to determ;ne which particular locations. or how many. are
essential for the survival and recovery of the nesting populations in
the Region. This is because several thousand eagles from nesting areas
in Canada are present in the Region during winter and it is impossible
to distinguish between them and birds from U.S. nest;ng populat;ons. To
insure the survival and recovery of b;rds from U.S. nest;ng populations.
signif;cant winter;ng areas ~st be protected and managed. Also. the
possibil;ty ex;sts that some b;r1s r~'s~d at nests ;n Alaska and Canada
establish breeding areas in the lower 48 states. serving as an important
source of natural recruitment. Furthermore. from a legal standpoint all
bald eagles. regardless of their (r;g~~. have threatened or endang~red
status when present in the conti;~o~s states. Thus the fact that some
wintering areas are used primarily by eagles from Canadian or Alaskan
breeding populations should have 1-:ttle bear;ng on decisions to protect
wintering habitat.

Assuming that the presence of birds indicates the presence of
required habitat, as listed abov~, wintering areas in the Northern
States Region that meet any of the following criteria should be
considered essential habitats ("locations. refer to reasonable
localized, not extensive, areas).

1. Locations used annually for two weeks or longer by adult or
immature wintering eagles knr~~ (or strongly suspected) to be
from nearby breeding arp3S.

2. locations (excluding those along the Mississippi River) used
annually by five or more eagles for two weeks or longer in
Connecticut. Indiana. low3. ~aine. Massachusetts. Michigan.
Minnesota. New Hampshire. ~,ew .Jersey. New York. North Dakota.
Ohio. Pennsylvania. Rhode Isian~. Vermont. and Wisconsin.

3. Locations used annually by 15 or more eagles for two weeks or
longer in Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, or along the Mississippi River.

4. Locations used by bald eagles during periods of extremely harsh
weather. when suitable feeding areas and night roost sites are
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1i~;ted in number. (The minimum two week period of use does not
apply to this criterion.

The rationale for the first criterion is that the presence of
suitable winter habitat near breeding areas reduces the energy
expenditure and risks entailed in migration, and could result in
increased survivorship for resident eagles of all age classes and higher
reproductive success for resident adults.

The second. third. and fourth criteria deal with areas used by
migrant eagles. Hundreds of these areas exist and there is considerable
variation in the use they receive. Ultimately. the importance of any
location is determined by its contribution to survival and reproductive
success. but there is no way to measure this directly. Instead.
cnncideration is given to factors such as the length of. time an area is
occupied by eagles each year. the amount of use it receives and its
potential for supporting more use. the regularity of use over a period
of years or during extreme weather when suitable habitat is most
limited. and the number and extent of other wintering areas in the
vicinity. Ideally. the importance of wintering areas should be assessed
on the basis of a standard index which takes these factors into account.
Perhaps such an index can be developed but at present none exists nor
have many areas been studied sufficiently to provide the data for such
calculations. Consequently, the second and third criteria are based on
limited data from the 1979 and 1980 midwinter bald eagle surveys, plus
the opinions of several researchers. The adequacy of these criteria
will be reassessed in updates to the Plan. as more data become
available. Except for locations us~d primarily during winters with
severe weather. essential habitats sho~ld have a history of long-term
use (e.g.. five years or more) or, if such documentation is lacking,
there should be evide!1ce that the area is capable of supporting bald
eagles on a long-term basis.

Two weekst wh;ch ;s roughly e;ght to 12% of the w;nter;ng per;od for
most m;grantst was chosen somewhat arb;trar;ly as the m;n;mum per;od a
s;te must be occup;ed annually to be cons;dered an essent;al hab;tat.
Most essent;al hab;tats probably are used longer than th;st wh;le
relat;vely un;mportant areas (except for locat;ons used dur;ng severe
weather cond;t;ons) are used for shorter time per;ods.

levels of use in the second and third criteria also are based on
analysis of midwinter survey datu plus input from eagles researchers,
and differ throughout the Region. The numbers (5 and 15) should be
considered as reference points. Areas demonstrating historic consistent
use should be regarded as essential hauitat if still suitable regardless
of present use, even if fewer than 5 or 15 birds are present. The Great
lakes and Northeast support a low percentage (probably less than 15%) of
the winter use now occurring in the Region. Within these states a
location that regularly supports 5 or more eagles is quite unusual.
Preserving such sites is important for three reasons: (1) suitable
wintering habitat should be available throughout the Region, (2) the
amount of suitable habitat remainina in the Great lakes and northeast
states may be quite limited, and (3) they should be maintained for
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future use by eagles from the nesting populations that hopefully will be
restored in the eastern portion of the region. The situat;on farther
west is differer,t because the nu~ers of w;nter;ng areas and eagles are
much higher. Management is recommen~ed for any location in the western
portion of the Region that a~nua11y support 15 or more eagles.
Management of sites with fewer ea~l~~ 1S strong1y encouraged, although
not at the expense of preservlng areas that support more. Concerned
parties in each state shou1d work together to establ;sh prior;t;es for
inventory and management of wintering habitats.

Guidelines for delineating the ~uundaries of essential habitats are
as follows:

1. The configuration of each essential habitat should include roost
sites and assoc;ated aquatic and terrestrial feeding areas, prey
habitat, and other biological or physical features necessary for
continued use of the site.

2. Essential habitat boundaries should correspond to legal
lines or survey descriptions to facil~tate identification.

1 and

3. The configuration of each essential habitat should be contiguous
unless feeding areas and night roosts or other essential habitat
components are physica1ly ~epar~te.

4. Essential wintering habitat may include private as well as public
land.

Recommendations concerning ess~nt~a1 winter habitat are for the
Northern States Region only. ~any Jdu1t and immature eagles from
breeding areas in the Region rely heavily on wintering areas outside the
Region. This is one of several issues that needs to be coordinated in
the five bald eagle recovery plans.
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GENERAL CCM4ENTS

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE: To re-establish self-sustaining populations of bald
eagles in suitable habitat throughout the Northern States Region. The
initial, tentative goal is to have 1,200 occupied breeding areas
distributed over a minimum of 16 states within the Region by the year
2000, with average annual productivity of at least 1.0 young per
occupied nest.

The primary objective is viewed as that point of recovery when the
bald eagle population is secure and may be taken off the threatened and
endangered species list. For purposes of this recovery plan. the eagle
population within the region will be treated as a unit and
reclassification would occur when the objective is met. The terms
endangered and threatened are legal definitions and do not necessarily
reflect the biology of the species. When 1.200 occupied breeding areas
have been reached. the threats iderltified for listing the species will
have to be reassessed but may be assumed to have been alleviated.

Within their geographic range bald eagles make varied and irregular
movements. use a variety of habitats. and are affected by complex
environmental factors. Faced with this multidimensional problem the
plan starts with the following sequence of recovery: 1) find out what
we already have. 2) determine what is needed for the continued and safe
existence ol'l>ald eagles. and 3) implement the necessary management.
Communication is so important that it is treated as a separate. fourth.
item in the Plan (Figure 3). The plan is organized on a logical basis.
Priorities for different steps are established in the implementation
section, Part III.

Enough is known about bald eagle populations to recommend initial,
tentative population goals based on our subjective understanding of bald
eagle population sizes and dynamics. Specific management programs are
recommended for initiation or expansion (see Appendices [ and G).

The initial goal of 1.200 occupied breeding areas (as an index of the
number of breeding pairs) is the summation of estimated safe and
reasonable nu~ers needed in various states (Table 3). The goal for
each state was obtained by considering historical information. known
numbers of occupied areas. and estimated available habitat. State and
federal agencies plus researchers working in particular states have been
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contacted for their opinions. For states presently with few or no
nesting bald eagles, consideration was given to whether a goal of any
nesting eaagles was reasonable. If so, a more or less arbitrarily goal
of at least 10 occupied breeding areas was used unless I1K>re specific
values were provided from that state.

Given that there are approximately 570 known pairs (occupied breeding
areas) in the region and assuming exponential growth and adequate
resources, the goal of 1,200 could be reached by the year 2000 with an
overall population growth rate of about 4~ per year, a reasonable .
population growth rate for bald eagles. (The maximum growth rate, with
highest reasonable rates of reproduction and survival, would be around
11~ per year.) As more refined population and habitat data become .
available, the numerical goal may be adjusted in subsequent revisions of
the Plan.

-.
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Table 3. Numb~r of occupied bald eagle breeding areas in the
Northern States Region.

State Known as of 1981 Goal for 2000 AD

. .
Colorado 5 10
Connecticut 0 10. Illinois 2 20

Indiana 0 5
Iowa 1 10
Kansas 0 0
~ine 64 150
~ssachusetts 0 10
Michigan 102 140
Minnesota 190 300
Missouri 2 50
Nebraska 0 10
New Ha~shire 0 5
New Jersey 1 10
New York 2 50
North Dakota 0 10
Ohio 6 20 -'

Oklahoma 1 10
Pennsylvania 4 10
Rhode Island 0 0
South Dakota 0 0
Venoont 0 0
Utah 0 10
Wisconsin 188 360- -
Total 568 1,200
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Figure 3. MAJOR STEPS IN THE

.
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE - -..I"'" ,~ ~~ M 8M.8
I.A8UI . a.r... M.-rAT ~-~-" ~ ~~ ITAna _.

Initial goal: 1200 occup;ed breeding areas in 16 states
by the year 2000, with 1.0 young per occup;ed nest

1. Detennine current population 2. Determine population and habitat
and habitat status levels needed to achieve recovery
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NORTHERN STATES BALD EAGLE RECOVERY PLAN

. 1 1

- . 3. Protect. enhance. and increase 4. Establish and ~intain commumicatio~ to
bald eagle populations and habitats coordinate and conduct recovery effc~ts

1 .1
.l I 1 I
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(I-E)/ ""'" / programs
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breeding coordination Northern
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prey Region
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prey
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NORTHERN STATES BALD EAGLE RECOVERY OUTlINE

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE: To re-establish self-sustaining populations of bald
.. eagles in suitable habitat throughout the Northern States Region. The

initial, tentative goal is to have 1,200 occupied breeding areas
distributed over a minimum of 16 states within the Region by the year

.' 2000, with average annual productivity of at least 1.0 young per
occupied nest.

1. Determine current population and habitat status.

1.1 Determine population sizes, distributions and dynamics.

1.11 For the breeding season.

1.111 Annually inventory and map bald eagle breeding areas.
(Appendix D)

1.112 Determine the distribution and abundance of immatures and
nonbreeding adults.

1.12 For the wintering period.

1.121 Determine distribution and abundance throughout the
wintering period.

1.1211 Analyze existing data.

1.12111 Analyze data for the Mississippi River.

1.12112 Analyze National Wildlife Federation Midwinter. Bald Eagle Survey data on a nationwide basis.

1.12113 Analyze state and federal agency data.

1.12114 Synthesize information from 1.12111-1.12113.

1.1212 Conduct surveys. (Appendix F)

1.1213 Determine habitat use in local areas.

1.122 Band and color mark nestlings.
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1.123 Radio tag nestling, immature. and adult eagles.

1.13 Determine annual rates of growth for the nesting population.

1.131 Estimate rates from changes in actual numbers of breeding
eagles (from 1.111).

1.132 Estimate rates from life equation modeling.

1.1321 Estimate rates of reproduction. ..

1.1322 Estimate age- and time-specific survival rates.
1.133 Obtain and record supplementary information from all bald .

eagles found dead or injured (Appendix B).

1.2 Identify essential bald eagle habitat.

1.21 For the breeding season (Appendix E).

1.211 Current or recently occupied habitat.

1.2111 Assess the attributes, including prey resources, of
each area that contains a nest in usable condition.

1.2112 Assess areas used by nonbreeding birds, particularly
immatures.

1.212 Unoccupied habitat which appears suitable.

1.2121 Develop criteria for evaluating unoccupied habitat.

1.2122 Evaluate suitability of historic sites.

1.2123 Evaluate suitability of potential sites (such as
newly created reservoirs).

1.22 For the wintering period (Appendix G).

1.221 Assess the attributes of feeding areas and night roosts
in occupied habitat. ..

1.222 Unoccupied habitat which appears suitable.
1.2221 Develop criteria for evaluating unoccupied habitat. .'

1.2222 Evaluate historic sites.

1.2223 Evaluate potential sites.

2. Determine population and habitat needed to achieve recovery.

2.1 Determine populations needed to achieve recovery.
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2.11 Determine numbers of breeding birds to insure recovery.

2.111 ~termine number of breeding and nonbreeding birds.

2.112 Determine distribution of breeding and nonbreeding birds.

2.12 Determine population dynamic characteristics.

2.2 Determine amount and quality of habitat needed for recovery.

2.21 During the breeding season.
.

. 2.211 Determine the amount, distribution, and quality of
habitat needed for recovery of the breeding population (cf.2.111). .

2.212 Determine habitat needed for nonbreeding birds during the
breeding season.

2.22 Determine amount, distribution and quality of habitat
necessary for the winter-season survival of eagles.

3. Protect, enhance and increase bald eagle populations and habitats.

3.1 Manage populations.

3.11 Increase reproduction.

3.111 Transplant and foster wild or captive-produced young to
suitable areas.

3.112 Conduct research on efficient captive-breeding techniques
for contingency production of young.

3.1121 Propogate bald eagles in captivity for
reintroduction.

3.1122 Establish communication among all facilities and
projects with captive bald eagles.

3.12 Increase survival.

3.121 Reduce shooting mortality.

3.1211 Develop and conduct public education programs (also
see 4.2).

3.1212 Increase emphasis on enforcement of the Bald Eagle
Act, Endangered Species Act, and cooperation with the
Indian Religious Freedom Act.

3.12121 Develop state and federal law enforcement
strategy plans.
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3.12122 Seek maximum penalties for ronvicted violators.

3.122 Reduce accidental trapping of eagles.

3.1221 Revise fur-bearer trapping regulations where
significant problems and or mortality are documented.

3.1222 Conduct education programs for trapping.

3.123 Avoid exposure to, and reduce effects of environmental
contaminants.

3.1231 Measure and report contaminants in all carcasses and .
eggs that become available, and periodically sample prey .
for contamination.

3.1232 Deal with point and area sources of known
contaminants.

3.12321 Rigidly enforce existing pollution laws and
regulations and seek additional restrictions as
required. This involves U.S. EPA working in
conjunction with state pollution control agencies.

3.12322 Respond to emergency situations involving
hazardous materials.

3.1233 Participate in pollution contingency planning for
agency response to chemical spill emergencies.

3.1234 Use steel shot in waterfowl hunting where significant
problems concerning bald eagles are demonstrated or
documented.

3.1235 Use measures to eliminate the effects of acid rain.

3.124 Reduce accidental power line electrocution of eagles.

3.1241 Identify lines causing electrocutions.

3.1242 Modify existing problem lines and construct new linesjn accordance with recommended standards. .

3.125 Rehabilitate sick and injured eagles at specialized
clinics.

3.2 Protect and manage habitats.

3.21 Protect and manage breeding season habitat and prey resources
(Appendix E).

3.211 Develop and implement site-specific management plans for
known breeding areas and important habitat used by
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nonbreeders, whether on state, federal, or private property
(AppendiX E).

3.212 Develop and implement management plans for potential or
degraded habitat.

3.22 Protect and manage habitat and prey resources used by
wintering eagles.

. 3.221 Develop and implement site-specific management plans for

essential wintering areas.

3.222 Develop and implement management plans for potential or
degraded habitat.

4. Establish and maintain communication to coordinate and conduct
recovery efforts.

4.1 Establish and implement a coordination system for information and
communication (Figure 4).

4.11 Establish necessary coordination.

4.111 Establish coordination for the Northern States Region.

4.112 Establish coordination in each state or federal agency to
coordinate all eagle work for that state or agency.

4.12 Establish an inter-recovery team coordination committee.

4.2 Develop and conduct information and education (lIE) programs
designed to protect and restore the bald eagle.

4.21 Initiate lIE programs within the Northern States Region.

4.211 Inform and educate the general public.

4.2111 Develop and disseminate brochures and posters.
Currently available materials should be used where
appropriate.

4.2112 Develop press release kits for newspapers, radio
stations and TV stations.

4.2113 Develop audio-visual programs for loan to schools and
interested groups and organizations.

4.2114 Establish guided tours or viewing stations of
wintering areas where possible.

4.2115 Provide displays of post signs at public boat
landings in areas used by bald eagles.
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4 2116 Prepare magazine articles to inform identified target
groups.

4.212 Inform and educate public resource management agencies.

4.2121 Develop and conduct seminars and technical training
wrkshops.

4.2122 Initiate, produce and disseminate a periodic
newsletter on progress of recovery effort.

4.22 Develop national and international lIE programs.

4.221 Develop films on the bald eagle in North America.

4.222 Develop press release packages for release at the
nationall international level.
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. RECOVERY OUTLINE NARRATIVE. . Note: Items not considered to need discussion or where discussion is
covered in sub steps are listed by title only.

" 1. Determine current ~~pulation ~ habitat status. Several years of
work by agency and individual researchers have;Y~ded much information
on the status of the bald eagle in the Region. Information is
particularly good for nesting birds; probably 75% or more of all
breeding areas are known. But coverage has been uneven from state to
state and only partially coordinated between states. To evaluate
changes in status and effects of management activities, we need IOOre
complete and standardized information about the present status of
regional populations and their habitats. Also, information from parts
of this step of the outline is necessary for some of the determinations
called for in the second major step.

Few persons have the experience that qualifies them for surveying
eagles in the field. Much of the work is specialized and cannot be
conducted safely or reliably by unqualified persons, including many
biologists who may be experienced in working with other species. The
expertise of qualified persons should be used in field operation and in
the recruitment and training of new workers. Experience also is needed
by pilots of aircraft used in specialized low-altitude surveys.

1.1 Determine ~pulation size, distribution, and dynamics. Actual size
and dynamics characterist1CS (reproduction ana survival) need to be
determined for the region. These two classes of information (actual
numbers vs. dynamics) provide independent measures of status. By
comparing the two approaches, overall interpretations regarding whether
the status of the species is reasonable and can be confi~d. If the
outcomes do not agree, problems can be detected and means of rectifying

'. the discrepancies can be sought. Information on distribution will
enable us to form a better overview of possible distinctions among
geographically separate subdivisions of the regionwide population.

.' Also, information on distribution will be used to identify locations
where management is needed,

1.11 ~ ~ breeding season,

1.111 Annually inventory ~ ~ ~ ~~ breeding areas. (Appendix
D) This annual survey provides the single most important index to the

i
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size and health of the eagle population. Productivity data are required
for step 1.1321. A total inventory may be unlikely. but searching for
unrecorded breeding eagles is needed to .ake the list as c~lete as
time. funds and manpower will permit. It is particularly important to
find new breeding areas and to IK)nitor the breeding population as it
increases in size. This provides the 8Ost practical measure of the
status of the endangered population and progress toward the goal for
which we are managing. The annual breeding area survey is thus by far
the single most important management need. An attempt should be made to
count all occupied breeding areas.

In addition to monitoring known productivity and finding previously
unknown breeding areas. inventorying replacement nests is needed.
Annual losses of nest structures. resulting from wind and weak trees or
supporting branches. 8aY be as high as 121.

Annual sumnary statistics on breeding areas should be sent to the
appropriate FWS Region and other concerned federal and state agencies.
Maps and specific locations. as in site-specific management plans.
should not be centralized. A concentration of specific location
informatlOn at one point could expose too much of the population at one
time to risks from unauthorized access to the data. If the location
data remain dispersed with state or other agencies. smaller segments of
the population would be vulnerable at one time, unauthorized accesses
would be slowed, and there would be increased chances of detecting
unauthorized uses. legitimate access to the local data as needed. such
as for Section 7 consultation. would still be possible through an
appropriate communication system (see task 4.1).

1.112 Determine the distribution and abundance of immatures, and
~~~br_eeding adultS-:- Breeding adult-eagles are the-lOOst visible and
obvious members of the population during the breeding season. There
are. however. immatures and some adults that are not breeding. These
constitute the so-called 8floating8 segment of the population. Those
nonbreeding birds may enter the breeding population during subsequent
years and the future welfare of nesting eagles in the contiguous states
depends on their survival. We must remain alert to their presence and
i~ortance and take steps to provide for their welfare. By the very
nature of their less-obvious presence, these nonbreeding birds are
usually more difficult to locate. Personnel in the field must remain
alert and watch'for the presence of these birds. and researchers should
seek aK>re reliable ways (other than chance encounters) to locate and
follow such birds, perhaps through radio-telemetry.

1.12 ~ ~ wintering period.

1.121 Determine distribution ~ abundance throughout ~ wintering
£~~; locations used during the fall and late winter migration
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periods. as ~ll as those used during midwinter when .any eagles are
relatively sedentary. contribute significantly to the physiological
condition of the birds and hence affect survival. reproductive success.
and population growth. Thus. the identification and management of .ajor
wintering areas is of considerable importance in the recovery effort.

1.1211 Analyze ~xis~i_ng~. Some of the information needed to
identify important wlntering areas already exists. but is scattered in
the form of file data. unpublished theses and reports. or other
documents. Comprehensive analyses of existing data should be undertaken
to determine what information is already available. Surveys can then be
designed in a manner that assures that additional data needed to

. identify important habitat (or needed for related recovery tasks) are
obtained. By making full use of existing data. redundancy of survey
efforts can be eliminated and their cost-effectiveness improved.
Analysis of the data on wintering eagles along the Mississippi River is
needed.

1.12111 ~~ data for the Mississippi River. The U.S. Fish and
Wi ldlife Service TSldenufi"ecr as the lead agency-but this could be done
on a contract basis.

1.12112 Analy_z~ National W~ldli!~ Federation Midwinter ~ ~ Survey
data on a natlon-wide basls. Flnancia1 and technical supp~or this
"WO""rf.-whlch also could be done on a contract basis is needed. The
analysis should be for the entire country, not just the Northern States
Region. Analyses by individual state and federal agencies (cf. 4.112)
should be coordinated within each state and also with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

1.12113 Analyze state and federal agency data. State and federal agency
personnel (ct. 4.112r--should review. ~yze. and summarize their
existing data; cost is included in the budget for 4.112.

1.12114 Synthesize information ~ !.12111-1.!~. A much-needed task
is for someone/group to pull the previous three items together and sort

. usable from unusable data. This could be done by a northern states
Regional Coordinator. Note also that the analysis of existing data is
to precede intensive winter survey work (1.1212). The analysis. setting

.- of priorities, interagency coordination, planning etc. will take at
least a year. hence tasks related to the surveys/habitat assessments
probably should not begin before year two.

1.1212 Conduct surveys. (Appendix F.) Some areas support relatively
high nulTt>ers of birds for several wee~s or roonths nearly every year.
These locations can be identified (as some already have been) oy
conducting surveys. Numerous intensive surveys may be needed in local
areas to determine the period(s} of use and to locate key feeding areas
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and co.munal roost sites. Priorities for such studies should be
identified in l coordinated 8anner oy state and federal agencies (cf.
1.1211 and 4.112). We do not believe that total counts or statistical
verification of abundance estimates are feasible or necessary at this
time. However. reliable indices of abundance definitely are required to
assess the relative importance of various wintering areas. The
importance of using qualified personnel and standard survey procedures,
as described in Appendix F cannot be over-emphasized.

1.1213 Determine habitat use in local areas. In some locations feeding
and night roost areas are- relaTrVelY--oD'V""ious and can be identified
during aerial or ground surveys. In other locations, important habitat
will have to be identified from radio-telemetry (also see below,
1.1222). Priority for determining habitat use through radio-telemetry
or other .eans, should be given to studies in areas identified as
essential habitat. Information concerning young birds (through age two)
is especially important, since mortality is highest for these birds.
Telemetry studies, including the capture of birds, should be conducted
or supervised by persons with demonstrated expertise. Information
obtained by completing this step will be used to develop site-specific
management plans (cf. 3.222).

1.122 ~ ~ color-mark nestlings. Returns from birds banded as
nestlings provide valuable information concerning the extent of seasonal
movements. Banding a large number of nestlings (ca. 5OD/year) in
conjunction with adult bandings should assure sufficient recoveries to
estimate the age-specific survival rates needed for population modeling
(cf 1.1322).

Sightings of color-marked bald eagles (Appendix C) provide data on
seasonal use areas, migration routes, and fidelity to areas used in the
nesting and wintering periods. Protocol for marking should be followed
to eliminate problems of identifying geographic origins of color-marked
birds.

There has been some concern that climbing to nests and banding
nestlings may interfere with reproduction during that same or subsequent
years. One or two possible adverse incidents have been ~alled to the
Recovery Team's attention but only two or three birds were involved and
the evidence was circumstantial. On the other hand, evidence from well
over 3,000 bandings of nestlings and a large-scale, controlled
experiment (Grier 1969) designed specifically to test for potential
disruptions from banding have shown no such problems. Climbing to nests
and banding of nestlings by properly qualified, experienced personnel
has not been demonstrated to pose a threat to the eagles or their
productivity.

1.123 Radio ~ ~e~!li!!9-, illlnature, ~ !~ eagles. Traditional
radio-t~try techniques such as tracking with fixed-wing aircraft
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obtained by determining nesting success and by assuming 50:50 sex ratios
among fledglings). The problem ;s that this information is needed for
the entire adult populat;on, ;.e., including nonbreeding adult females.
Thus, in addition to the information routinely gathered for eagles
occupying breeding areas, it also would be desirable to determine the
proportions of adults at such areas. This will require new research and
new techniques. Satellite and ground tracking of sufficient numbers of
adults radio tagged at wintering locations, for example, would permit us
to follow ;ndividuals ;nto the breeding season to determine the
percentages of nesting and non-nesting birds. Many birds trapped at
wintering s;tes will be from Canada and will not provide information
that specifically applies to the birds ;n our Region. However some,
perhaps many. winter-captured birds will be from nesting areas within
our Region. In the meantime, and from a practical standpoint, our best
short-term hope ;s for good year to year information on actual numbers
of nesting birds (see 1.131).

1.1322 Estimate ~ and time-specific survival rates. Information on
survival is almost compTetely missing at present~rvivorship cannot
even be estimated crudely without making some large and probably
unrealistic assumptions. At present there is a major need for useful
survival estimates, but such information is extremely difficult to
obtain. Possible techniques for obtaining survival information which
need to be further explored include increased banding of nestlings, a
large effort to trap and band adults by qualified personnel, and the
following of large numbers of eagles that are individually marked in
other ways.

Proper statistical techniques for analyzing banding data require
recoveries of birds banded as adults. Radio-telemetry of large numbers
of birds, enough to give information on rates, is an alternative to
banding. Again, adult captures are needed. Therefore, a significant
part of the research needs to be the development of safe and reliable
techniques for catching wintering and breeding adults. Adult bald
eagles have been trapped and tagged during the wintering period in the
central and western U.S. and in different seasons in Alaska, but
attempts to capture adults nesting in the upper midwest have met with
little success. Initial pursuit of the problem could be by one or more
persons in university or federal/state agency capac.ities. When
techniques have been perfected. trapping by qualified personnel should
be encouraged on a larger scale.

1.133 CX>tain ~ !::ecord supplementary informatio~ ~ !!! ~ eagles
found dead or injured (Appendix B). This step does not constitute a
maJOr fmnJst-of the recovery plan. but provides an opportunity to obtain
incidental and supplemental information on the species. Information
from birds found dead, injured, or which otherwise come into our hands
from the wild populations should be organized. standardized, and
centralized. Useful categories of information include morphological,
physiological, and population-related data. The latter category
includes such things as causes of death or injury, geographical
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locations of different types of proble85. and whether birds are 8arked
or unmarked. Standardized procedures should be developed by the
National Wildlife Health laboratory in consultation with eagle
researdlerse

1e2 Identify essential ~ ~~ habitate

." Assessments at a particular site should be carried out by the state
. or federal agency responsible for habitat .anagement of that site. eeg..

states would do evaluations on state-owned land. the UeSe Forest Service
on national forest lands. and so on. Habitat assessments that involve

. private property should be conducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service or cooperating state agencies. with the consent of landowners.
Coordination among the various agencies engaged in this task is
essential to assure that data are collected in a standard format and to
.inimize duplication of efforte

. 1e21 ~ ~ breeding season (Appendix f)e

1e211 Current~ recently occupied ~abitat.

1.2111 Assess the attributes. including prey resources, of each area
that contains a-nest in usat> Ie conditlon. ~e first step 1n prej:lanng
management plans~ the-protection and perpetuation of eagle breeding
habitat is to locate nest sites precisely and assess existing habitat
conditions and features of the immediate area.

Appendix E details the information needed for this task. A
standardized format for recording information needs to be developed.
This would provide for an orderly system of data collection throughout
the Region. land controlled and managed by state or federal resource
agencies generally will provide more flexibility and security for the
breeding birds than will privately-owned landse Thus, an inventory of
land ownership patterns within essential habitat is an important element
~o consider in management planning. This inventory will be the basis
for task 3.211. We know very little of the relationship between aquatic
prey populations and the conditions that .ake them available in
sufficient quantity to support eaglese Factors such as lake and river

. morphometry, water chemistry and hydrology need to be quantified and
. analyzed for occupied breeding areas. Such data may permit management

to enhance prey availability and prevent habitat degr~dation. Bird,
8dmmal, and fish prey and carrion species should be considered.

:..lli.~,;: 1.2112 Assess areas ~ ~ nonbreeding ~, particularly inmatures.
During the breeding season, a significant number of non-nesting eagles
utilize habitats dispersed throughout the breeding range. Immatures are
thought to comprise the majority of these nonbreeders, and their habitat
requirements are poorly understood. Documentation of the
characteristics of habitats used by immatures will allow development
ofcomprehensive management strategies to include this important segment
of the population.
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1.212 l.k1occupied habitat ~E!!:. appears suitable.

1.2121 Develop criteria ~ evaluating unoccupied habitat. At pres~nt
we have insufficient understanding to recommend criteria for evaluatlng
unoccupied habitat. In general this habitat will resemble occupied
habitat but specific criteria need to be developed.

1.2122 Evaluate suitabi}i!l of historic sites. Breeding habitats
forErly used by eagles should be inventoried and evaluated. Priorities
for subsequent management should be established based on their
restoration potential.

1.2123 Evaluate s~i~ability of ~~ sites (such as newly created
reservoirs). Certain unoccup-red natural or man-made habitat might be
usable by eagles. These areas should be identified. based on their
suitability for supporting eagles during the breeding season.

1.22 ~ ~ wintering period.

1.221 Assess the attributes ~ occupied wintering areas. As with
nesting areas. ~ initial step in managing important wintering habitats
is to assess existing conditions. particularly at feeding areas and
night roosts. Appendix G details the information needed for this task.
Priority should be given to assessing the characterisitcs of essential
habitats.

1.222 Unoccupied habitat which appears suitable. Bald eagles are
widespread during the winter~~eriod and we suspect that most habitats
with suitable food resources and night roost sites are occupied.
~wever. there may be a few suitable historic locations that are not
being used. There are also several locations where the potential for
use may be good if missing elements in the environment are developed.
Suitable historic and potential areas should be identified and managed.
Many of these sites could bec~ increasingly iq>ortant as currently
occupied habitats become unsuitable for use. At present there is
insufficient understanding to recommend criteria for evaluating
unoccupied habitat. In general this habitat will resemble occupied
habitat but specific criteria need to be developed.

1.2221 ~velop criteria~ evaluating unoccupied habitat.

1.2222 Evaluate historic !~. (See 1.2222.)

1.2223 [valuate potential sites. Some areas are unoccupied because they
lack suitable food resouru-S:-hunting perches. night roost sites. or
some other critical element. Features of potential sites should be
compared with characteristics of occupied habitat (cf. 1.221) to
determine the presence or absence of key features. Identifying and
subsequently providing these missing elements may be feasible in some
locations. For example. suitable fish might be introduced to bodies of
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water devo;d of su;table prey. S;m;larly. there 8aY be areas where food
resources are present but suitable hunt;ng perches or n;ght roost trees
are absent. and Lould be planted.

2. Determine population and habitat needed to achieve recovery. When
actual populat ;on sizes and dynamics. ;oc ludlng reproduction, surv;val,

. and growth rates. are better known and when better estimates of. reasonable upper and lower limits of these parameters are obtained. ;t

will become possible to s;mulate bald eagle population dynamics. Such
s;mulations. ut;l;z;ng a var;ety of d;fferent models and done w;th the

. aid of computers w;ll prov;de much more ;ns;ght ;nto cr;t;cal populat;on
dynam;cs and s;zes than we currently possess. It;s presumed that there
w;ll be ref;ned ;nformat;on and definit;ons of what const;tutes
endangered vs. non-endangered species and populat;ons ;n general with;n
the foreseeable future. Improved ;nformation. ;nsights. and
perspectives will allow us to refine our ;nitial population goals. When
we have better estimates of necessary numbers for self-sustain;ng
populations. ;n conjunct;on w;th ;nformat;on on amount of habitat
needed. we also w;ll be able to more objectively refine habitat goals.

~st of the substeps listed under th;s section simply outline the
population and habitat items that we feel need to be determined. As
such ;t ;s a list that may be added to. subtracted from, or reorganized
with future think;ng.

2.1 Detennine populat;ons needed ~ achieve recovery.

2.11 Detenn;ne nulTbers P-f breeding ~~ ~ ;nsure recovery P-f ~~
during ~ breeding season.

2.111 Detennine nulTber ~ breeding ~ nonbreeding ~~.

2.112 Detennine distribution~ breeding ~ nonbreeding ~~.

2.12 Determine population dynamic characteristics.

2.2 Detennine amount ~ qual;ty ~ habitat needed ~ recovery.

2.21 ~r;ng ~ breeding season.

2.211 Detennine the amount, distribution, and quality of habitat needed~ re£overy ~ ~ 6reedlng population (cf-:-2.111). -
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2.212 ~termine habitat needed ~ nonbreeding ~~ during ~ breeding
season.

2.22 ~termine amount, distribution and quality of habitat necessary for~ winter-seasonsurviv_~l ~~ ~ -:- - -

3. Protect, enhance ~ increase ~ ~~ populations ~ habitats.

3.1 Manage populations. Though the Recovery Plan treats the eagles in
the Northern States Region as one population, specific geographic areas
must be managed individually.

3.11 Increase reproduction.

3.111 Transplant and foster wild or captive-produced young to suitable
areas. Intensive-work with ""£ransPTanting (Mhacking-) nestllngs in New
York since 1976 has delOOnstrated the potential of this technique for
reintroducing bald eagles to areas where former populations have been
reduced or eliminated. Color-marked eagles introduced in 1976
successfully nested and raised young in New York during 1980. Another
introduced eagle in New York paired in 1981 with an older eagle that
recently had lost its former mate. Criteria governing populations
needing artificial enhancement should be developed. Procedures for
insuring the health of translocated birds also should be developed.
Supplemental related techniques include fostering of young in nests that
fail but continue to be attended by adults. (For current policy, see
Appendix H.)

3.112 Conduct research ~ effic!;n~ captive-breeding techniques ~
contingency p.roducti~ of young. It 1S not yet necessary to use capt1ve
breeding as the only-source of young. Adequate numbers of young
probably are being produced in the threatened populations of Minnesota,Wisconsin, and Michigan and in the non-endangered populations of Alaska I.

to permit limited, judicious use of those birds for reintroductions.
However, captive-produced young should be used for .transplanting
whenever possible, and successful captive-breeding programs should be
maintained. Research on the behavior, physiology, and efficient
management of captive-breeding bald eagles should be continued at the
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center to prepare for the possibility that
captive breeding might be the only feasible or permissible source of
young.

3.1121 Propogate bald eagles ~ captivity ~ ~~i~~rodu~ti.~n. Because
bald eagles currentTy are be1ng bred in capt1v1ty at the Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center, the continuation of Patuxent's
research-oriented facility should operate in conjunction with all of the
bald eagle recovery programs. A centralized national captive-breeding
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fac;lity (in con.;unction w;th FWS reg;ons) is the 8Ost cost effect;ve
method of capt;ve propogat;on.

3.11~2 Establish communication ~!5l !!! facilities ~ projects with
E!P.!~ ~~~. A nun1>erorDaTd eagles currently are 1n captiVT£Y
in zoos and other facilities. Some are breeding and producing young,
and occasionally birds become available for relocation. Organ1zed
communications are needed to insure maximum use of captive-bred young
for reintroductions, exchange of excess or unwanted adults, and exchange
of information on management and breeding techniques.

3.12 Increase surv;val.

3.121 Reduce shoot;ng I8>rtality.

3.1211 Develop ~ conduct public education programs (also see 4.2).
State and federal agencies working in cooperation with hunter
organizations. hunter safety programs and local governments should
develop and implement programs designed to reduce illegal shooting of

eagles.

the Bald ~~ Act.

~ ~~R"eligTOUs
of

w'fftt

3.12121 Develop state and federal law enforcement strate9l plans. It
has been deroonstratea l'lTega 1 shoot iii9 in one of the greatest-ci'U"Ses of
adult mortality. Additionally. disturbances during breeding season is a
problem in some areas.

3.12122 ~ !!xinalm penalties ~ convicted violators.

3.122 Reduce accidental trapping ~ eagles. Several states recently
have enacted legislation or regulations to reduce the number of eagles
and other raptors accidentally caught in traps set for furbearing
animals. The problem has largely (but not entirely) involved exposed
baits visible from the air or nearby perches. The regulat;ons in North
Dakota. for example. state:

It ;s unlawful to place traps w;thin 25 feet of any
s;ght-exposed ba;t. A sight-exposed bait is defined as any
bait weigh;ng in excess of one pound, composed of an;mal
flesh, fur, hide, entrails, or feathers placed ;n such a
manner that ;t can be seen by any soar;ng hawk, owl, or eagle.

North Dakota, in its trapper education series, also produces a
handout for trappers explaining the regulation, its purpose, and
alternate trapping ~thods (title: 8The Carcass Or Exposed Bait Set,-
available from North Dakota Game and Fish Department, 2121 Lovett Ave.,
BismarcK, NO 58505). Other states that have not done so should adopt
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si.ilar regulations and educational progr&85. Spring trapping of beaver
and otter. where per8itted. usually overlaps with the spring migration
of eagles. Data from raptor rehabilitation centers show that eagles are
particularly vulnerable to trapping at this t;me. W;nter trapp;ng
seasons are recommended for th;s season. Attent;on to techniques of
trapping also may be required in an;mal damage control efforts.

3.1221 Revise fur-bearer !r~~ing regulations where significant problems
and or 8)rta1ities are docUEnted.

3.1222 Conduct education ~rams for trappers. These programs are
needed to enlighten trappers and reauce the potential for accidental
trapping of eagles. These effects should be focused on in problem
identified areas. 3.123 Avoid exposure to and reduce effects of
contaminants.

3.1231 Measure and report contaminants in all carcasses and !22! thatbecOIE aYailable-:-ania~oalcallY~ !-~for contamin-atlon. -

3.12321 ~t~l !n!2rce ~~;st~ns pollut;on ~ ~ regulat;ons .and se~
add;t;onal restr1ct_1ons as requ1red.

3.12322 Respond~ ~rgency situat;ons ;nvolv;ng hazardous mater;als.

3.1233 Participat~ J!.! pollution contingency planning ~ agency response
to chemical spill energencies. Federal and state agencies that have
Tegally mandarear-emergency programs for responding to chemical spills
usually prepare contingency plans. These deal largely with response
procedures and delegations of on-scene authority. Agencies also can
identify sensitive habitats, especially those that include endangered
species, and can list organizations and persons that have specialized
expertise to deal with spill emergencies. Vulnerable eagle habitat
should be identified in pollution contingency plans along with names of
key organizations and persons who could provide technical advice and
assistance.

3.1234 ~ ~~ ~ .!!). waterfowl hunting ~~ significant problems
concern;ng bald eagles are deflX)nstrated ~ docu~nted.. 3.1235 ~
~asures to -miilinate the -erfects of acid raln.

accidental3.124 Reduce power line electrocution of eagles. Eagle
electrocutions on power lmes-haVebeen docu~nted Tn several states,
primarily in the west. The problem lines are those with wires so close
together that an eagle is apt to simultaneously touch two wires while
attempting to land on a pole. Recent work by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming has led to the discovery of
several problem lines and hundreds of dead eagles (primarily golden, b.ut
also bald) beneath them. The problem seems to be most severe in
terrestrial habitats where few suitable natural hunting perches are
available. We recommend that the inventory of power lines be continued
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and expanded into other states. Ex;st;ng problem lines should be
8Od;f;ed. and new lines built. according to guidel;nes ;n Olendorff et
al. (1981) available from: Raptor Research Foundation. DeparbEnt of
Veter;nary 8;01091. College of Veter;nary Medicine. Un;v. of M;nnesota.
St. Paul. MN 55108.

3.1241 Identify.!!~ causing electrocutions.

lines inand construct new

3.125 Rehab;litate ~ ~ injured eagles!! specialized clin;cs. The
Raptor Research and Rehabil;tat;on Un;t at the Un;versity of Minnesota.
College of Veter;nary Medic;ne prov;des ev;dence that the rehab;l;tat;on
of ;njured bald eagles is one way of reduc;ng mortal;ty. Of 1.544
raptors treated at th;s fac;l;ty. 126 were bald eagles. Over ~ of the
eagle admissions have been the direct or indirect result of human
encounters. e.g.. traps. shooting. automob;le acc;dents. Approx;mately
411 of bald eagles adm;tted have been released. and recently the f;gure
has approached 50s. Of the 55 bald eagles succesfully reintroduced into
the;r natural habitat. ten have been sighted one or more t;mes in good
health. Several have nested successfully after release. Pr;or to
return to the w;ld. rehab;litated birds should be certified to be free
of disease.

In addition to the return of eagles to the wild. rehabilitation
facilities accumulate significant baseline data on normal hematology.
microbiology. and digestive physiology of the birds. This information
provides the basis for improved treatment of future cases which should
yield a further increase in the number of birds returned to the wild.
Rehabilitation facilities also provide basic information for assessing
the health of wild eagles by means such as blood sampling. The
rehabilitation effort provides training for veterinarians and wildlife
graduate students in the areas of medicine. surgery and physiology of
eagles and other raptors, producing an increasing group of people that
can provide a high degree of professional health care to bald eagles and
other raptors. Further. and perhaps most important. rehabilitation
plays a role in public education regarding eagle injuries and encounters
with people (including shooting problems).

3.2 Protect ~ manage habitats. The survival and recovery of bald
eagles depends on the maintenance, in perpetuity, of suitable nesting
and wintering habitat. Agencies responsible for managing bald eagle
habitat should incorporate management guidelines in their land use
plans. These agencies should develop and implement site-specific
habitat management plans for nesting and wintering areas under their
jurisdiction. Coordination among the various agencies is essential (cf.
4.1). In addition, there is a special need to spend time with and
encourage private landowners to protect and manage bald eagle habitat
(e.g., see letter in Appendix E).
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3.21 Protect ~ ,~~~e. breeding season habitat and ~ resources. The
Tea8 recommends habltat .anageme~~anning siiTTar to that presently
being used by the Eastern Region of the U.S. Forest Service and others.
These plans describe actions that are prohibited or permitted within
specific breeding areas. and will identify essential habitat features
that require protection or enhancement (Appendix E).

3.211 Develo~ ~ ;~le~nt site-specif;c llanagenent ~ for ~_n_~
breed;ng areas ~ ;~ortant hab;tat ~ ~ .nonbree~~her ~
state. federal. ~ pr;vate property (AJ>pend;x E).

3.212 Develop and i~lement management ~~ for potential or degraded
habitat. Manyareas undoubtedly exist~tCO"uld supporteagles if
certain habitat elements could be provided or modified. Areas
identified as suitable or potentially suitable breeding habitat in task
1.2121 should have ~nagement plans prepared as described above for
occupied breeding areas. Plans should emphasize aaintenance of existing
habitat, including the prey population, and identification and
elimination of limiting factors to permit population expansion into the
area by natural or artificial means.

3.22 Protect ~ manage habitat ~ P!!l resources ~ ~ wintering
!!9.!!! (see Appendix G).

3.221 Develop ~ i~lenent s;te-specif;c .anagenent .e~ ~
s;gn;f;cant winter;ng areas. Management plans for winter habitat,
including, but not limrferto, areas identified as essential hab;tat
should be developed. Theses plans should enhance important hab;tat
features such as roost sites and food resources. Plans should ;nclude
maps display;ng ;mportant habitat ;n each area.

As in the case of nesting areas. long term protection and
implementation of management plans on private lands sometimes may not be
possible unless land owners are willing to transfer their land to public
ownership or encumber the land through easement. cooperative agreement.
or other form of partial interest. State and federal resource
management agencies should pursue habitat protection measures such as
agreements with private land owners to assure protection. of important
locations that involve private land.

3. 2~2 Deve lop ~ in1) lenent managenent 2.!!!!! .!P.!. potent i! 1 ~ degraded
habltat.

Management plans similar to those described above (cf. 3.221) should
be prepared for the areas identified in task 1.222. Plans should
emphasize maintenance of existing habitat. including the prey base and
historic or potential night roost sites. and identification and
elimination of limiting factors to permit population expansion into the
areas by natural means.
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4.11 Establ;sh. necessary ,coord;nat;on.

4.111 Establ;sh coordinat;on ~ the Northern States Reg;on. Present
personnel in the U.S. Fish and WiraTife Service are conmitted fully to
exist;ng jobs. It;s neither the role of the Recovery Team nor w;th;n
the scope of the;r l;mited resources to engage ;n necessary coord;nat;on
of all bald eagle-related matters w;th;n the 24 state Northern States
Region (or perhaps all 49 continental states if the step were to be a
jo;nt effort among all Teams and Alaska). To be performed properly. the
magnitude of the job may necessitate a a full-time person to be hired or
assigned with addit;onal clerical and/or techn;cal support.

4.112 Establish coordination in each state or federal agency to
coordinate all~ ~ work for that~ateor ~~. Many state and
federal resource agencTeSc"OOauctSurveys ana studies of bald eagles.
For the mst part. however. results have not been c~iled for large
areas. nor have research efforts been well coordinated within or between
agencies to assure standardization of procedures. Consequently. there
is confusion and uncertainty as to what. where. and how well studies
have been done. Further. there is a need to coordinate future research
and management efforts within and among agencies. Therefore. it may be
necessary for each state and federal agency involved with the recovery
effort to assign or hire at least one person to handle coordination of
recovery tasks. consolidate information. and serve as spokesperson for
that state or agency on issues relating to eagles. It is essential that
these persons have or obtain considerable knowledge and; preferably.
direct experience with bald eagles and their habitat requirements. New
York has. for example. assigned four full-time biologists in a
well-coordinated program directed at bald eagles. which has been
reflected in a highly successful program. In addition to improved
coordination within agencies. it may be necessary to establish
interagency groups to coordinate work wherever deemed necessary.
advisable. or where there is interest in forming such groups. In states
where two or more government agencies have major responsibilities
identified in the Plan. the formation of .interagency working groups. is
suggested as a means of assuring communications and coordination.
Additional clerical and/or technical support may also be needed.
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.ention international coordination and communication. Although we have
not laid out specific steps for international contact. it ;s important
that it not be overlooked. The boundary between southern Ontario and
the U.S.. which artificially bisects a remnant bald eagle population and
where the species is declared as endangered on both sides of the U.S.
and Canadian border. is particularly i~ortant.



4.12 Establish and inter-recovery team coord;nat;on comm;ttee.
leaders may be-uffi;zed.

Team

4.2 De~elop and conduct information and education programs de~i.gned to
protect ~-~~~~~ ~ill1!-:- Many of the informat10n ana
education programs are ongo1ng and simply need to become more
widespread. All of these tasks would benefit from nationwide
coordination; for example. it would be far more cost-efficient to
develop one or two posters that could be used nationwide than to have
such items produced independently by numerous government agencies and
private organizations. At the local level funds could be used to
educate and inform the public about local issues that involve the bald
eagle.

4.2111 Develop ,and disseminate brochures and posters.

4.21~2 Develop press release ~ ~ newspapers, !~ stations .and ~
st~~~. This should be done for general and site-specific proJects

4.2113 Develop audio-visual programs for l~an to schools and interested
groups ~ organizations.

4.2114 Establish. guided .~~ ~ viewing stations ~ winter daytime ~
areas when possible. Wlnterlng eagles at feeding and daytime roosting
areas,-such as below dams and at some wildlife refuges, provide some of
the nK>st accessible opportunities for the general public to view and
photograph eagles. When these activities are conducted at a distance,
depending on the particular site. the birds are not disturbed. Such
opportunities may greatly improve public appreciation and understanding
of the birds.

4.2115 Provide displays !! public ~ landings in areas ~ ~ .bal<!
eagles. Provide information on eagles. their symbOYism. laws protecting
them. and guidelines for avoiding disturbance.

4.2116 Prepare magazine articles ~ inform identified t-arget groups.
Amateur and professional birdwatchers, photographers, and members of the
general public interested in seeing eagles sometimes approach the birds
too closely and cause them to leave feeding, roosting, or nesting sites.
Articles which include guidelines for viewing and photgraphing eagles
without disturbing them should be prepared and published in wildlife,
photography, and related magazines.

4.2121 Develop and conduct seminars and technical t~ai~i~ WQr_ks_ho~s.
The neea tor 'ffi"'i'S task shoula be laentlfled by state ana federal
agencies.
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for release- atrelease packages4.222 Develop pr_~~~
nat;onal/1nternat;on~vel.
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Part: III of this Plan ~. prepared by t.he
ReCJion 3 offi~ of the U. S. Fish and wildlife
Service, based on info~t:ioD aM 8uqC)est:ioD8

provided tPJr the recoftry t:eaa.

General Categories for Iapl.-entation

Other - 0lafo~tion Gathering - I or R
..

Infor8ation and education

Law enforce~t
Regulations
Adainistration

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Population .tatus
Babi tat .utus
Bahi tat r8:lui~nta
Deaoqra1i1ic .tudies

Migration
Dlviror.ental contaainant
Other iDfo~tioD

Manage8ent - M

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Propaqation
Reintroduction
Babi tat uintenance and _nipulation
Predator and co.peti tor control
Other _naqe~nt

Priori ties for laple8entatioD

Those actions absolutely necessary to prevent
extinction of the species.

Priority one (1)

Yhose actions necessary to aaintain the species'
current population status.

Priority two (2)

All other actions necessary ~o provide for full
recovery of the 8pecies.

Priori ty three (3) -

State AbbreviationsFederal Agency Abbreviations

NE

NH

NJ

NY

WD

OB

OK

PA

RI
SD

VI'

(71'

WI

co
CT
IL
IN
IA
KS
ME
MA
MI
~
II)

BIJt
BR
CE
BPA

Bureau of Land Manage8ent
aJreau of Reclaaation
Corps of Enqineers
Bnvi roraental Protection

Agency
U. S. Foreat Service
Mational Park Service

FS
8PS

Colorado
Corn,ecti cu t
Illinois
lndi ana

Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Massachusetts

Mi.chi~n
Minnesota
Missouri

Nebraska
Mev Hampshire
Mew Jersey
Mew York
Morth Dakota
Ohio
OklahaDa
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
S~th Dakota
Ver8:>nt
Utah
Wisconsin
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Appendix A

EMERGENCY CARE OF INJURED AND DISEASED BALD EAGLES

By Patrick T. Redig
University of Minnesota Raptor Rehabilitation Center

Successful treatment of an injured or sick eagle can be greatly
enhanced by careful handling and immediate administration of basic
emergency care prior to shipping to a clinical facility. Almost any
eagle that can be approached closely is either diseased or injured. The
problem may range from minor sprains or bruises to severe fractures or
debilitating illness, but approximately 80S of all afflicted eagles have
been victims of traumatic injury. Often the nature of an injury cannot
be determined without the aid of radiographic equipment. Emergency
procedures are as follows:

If authorized to handle eagles. transport the eagle from the
field to a quiet. warm place. If not authorized to do so.
contact the nearest U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Agent or a law
enforcement officer. Ambient temperatures of 60-70 degrees Fare
very beneficial to injured and diseased birds. a cardboard box
or burlap sack should be used to transport the eagle.

1.

ofmedical personnel at the University
The following phone numbers may be used.

2. Contact appropriate
Minnesota facility.

+ +
I '. .

612-373-0816 Office
612-376-5642 laboratory
612-484-3489 Home

Dr. Patrick Redig
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
I

612-373-0821 Office
612-484-4323 Home

Dr. Gary ~k.e

+ +

When calling have ready as much history as is available on the
bird and the results of the physical examination. Such
information is needed so that proper advice on subsequent
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handling can be given. A brief summary of some short-term
procedures is given under points 3, 4, and 5. These, however,
should not be used in lieu of direct communication with the
Rehabi 1 ftiiion Center.

If the nature of the problem ;s not readily apparent, go to po;nt
4. If there ;s an obv;ous ;njury:-Tollow the ensu;ng procedures:

a) Where broken w;ngs or legs are noted, search for
protrud;ng ends of bones; this ;s most eas;ly accompl;shed
with the eagle restrained on ;ts back. Wounds surround;ng
broken bones should be flushed with sterile saline (salt
solution, 0.851) or sterile water (boil water for 20 min.).
b) After flushing, P\Ck the wound with an antibiot;c
ointment (e.g. Furacin) and cover it with a non-adhering
pad (MiCropore~). Though it is preferable for exposed bone
to be reinserted under the skin, attempts to position the
ends are usually futile and may actually lead to excessive
soft tissue damage. Fractures of the wings may be
immobilized temporarily at this point by folding the wings
and securing them to the body with masking tape. The
uninjured wing should be left free to assist the bird in
maintaining its balance. Fractured legs should be wrapped
snugly wi~ a clinging, self-adhesive gauze (e.g.,
Kling-gauze ). Eight to ten layers should be applied,
taking care not to wrap so tightly as to impair circulation.
The gauze should be covered with adhesive tape.
Periodically check the toes to see that they are warm and
not swollen, which would indicate insufficient circulation.

3.

Dehydrat;on followed by starvat;on are the most severe threats to
;njured b;rds. not the wounds or broken bones that ;n;t;ally
;ncapac;tated the b;rd. Oral flu;ds should be adm;n;stered at
the rate of s;x tablespoons per pound (eagles we;gh between e;ght
and 12 pounds) at four to s;x hour ;ntervals. A conven;ent flu;d
;s Gatorade(R) wh;ch prov;des glucose and electrolytes as well as
water. If Gatorade(R) ;s not ava;lable. a bo;led cola (such as
Peps; or Coca-cola) works well. Adm;n;ster the flu;d with a
syr;nge. poultry baster. small rubber tube. etc.. but be careful
to avoid getting flu;ds down the trachea (w;ndpipe).

4.

5. During the insect season (May though October) the eagle should be
carefully inspected for the evidence of fflag90t infestation of
wounds. The wrist joints. elbow joints. base of tail arid hock
joints in the legs are the most common sites. Maggots should be
removed by gentle washing of the entire affected area with a

YorkPharmaceuticals. Norwich, NewNorwich-Eaton1 Furacin
13815

Dressing.

2 Micropore Pads, 3M Company, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

3 Johnson & Johnson Products. Inc.. New Brunswick. New Jersey 08903
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screw worm repellent (e.g., Cutter's Screw Worm Bomb).

6. If an eagle must be held a few days prior to shipment, a daily
feeding of eight to ten ounces of fresh raw meat will be
necessary. Poultry, raw beef, or a fresh road kill is an
appropriate diet. Avoid hamburger (suitable for one to two
meals) and processed meats. Unfledged eaglets should be fed two
times daily with parts of the whole bodies of mammals or birds.

7. Injured eagles should be treated with a broad-spectrum antibiotic
to prevent or reduce infections associated with open wounds.
Seek the assistance of a veterinarian in obtaining such drugs and
determining the dosage. The following orally administered agents
may be safely used:

25 mg/lb. two times per day
15-20 mg/lb. four times per day
30 mg/lb. four times per day.

Ampicillin or Amoxicillin
Chloramphenicol
Terramycin (Oxytetracycline)

Commercial air freight has proven to be a rapid and dependable means of
transporting injured eagles to a treatment facility. Direct non-stop
flights are preferred. Flights that involve change of aircraft and
especially change of carrier can be troublesome and the latter are much
more expensive. As of July. 1980, the cost of shipping an eagle
anywhere in the U.S. by direct flight was $36.75. Plastic dog carriers
large enough for a 40 lb. dog are satisfactory containers.
Alternatively, a wooden box constructed of 1/211 plywood that is 24"
long, 18" high. and 13" wide with air holes low on the sides is
satisfactory. Such a container is reusable and meets postal regulations
so it can be returned easily by mail.
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Append;x B

HANDLING AND DISPOSITION OF EAGLES FOUND DEAD IN THE WILD

Accidents, disease, age, severe weather and vandalism take their toll
of young and adult bald eagles. Because of their conspicuous size, eagle
carcasses are more likely to be encountered in the wild than those of
other bird species. Many are found and reported each year.

By knowing the cause of death of representative members of
populations, it may be possible to take management steps to reduce
excessive mortality. Accordingly, since the early 1960's, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has stuaied eagle remains to determine cause of
death and to monitor exposure of eagles to pollutants. Carcasses are
sent first to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National Wildlife
Health Laboratory (FWHL) in Madison, Wisconsin, where necropsies are
performed by specialists in wildlife pathology. Selected tissues from
each bird then are sent by FWHl to the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
in Laurel, Maryland. At Patuxent chemical analyses are made to determine
the presence and amounts of many pollutants believed to be hazardous to
eagle health. A combined necropsy and analytical report is sent from
Patuxent to the submitter with copies to agencies involved in eagle
management. Periodically, data on several eagles are combined to
determine if there are trends in mortality cases, and summary reports
are published.

Procedures For Handling Dead !!i~. While the study of eagle carcasses
by U.S. Fi-sn-and Wildlrre-Servlce specialists is important in eagle
management, that importance must be tempered with circumspection where
the public is concerned. The possession of a bald eagle, or any part
thereof, is illegal. Only those persons authorized by permit, primarily
eagle researchers, may possess eagles temporarily under stated
conditions and for stated reasons. Any person not so authorized who
finds a dead or moribund eagle should leave the carcass, where found, if
feasible, and report the exact location to the nearest U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Special Agent or State Conservation Of~icer. If tnese
individuals are unavailable or unknown, tne report should be made to the
nearest office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or State Game and
Fisn Agency. One reason for not moving the carcass, aside from legal
r~nstraints, is that the eagle death itself might have resulted from an
illegal act. The site should be examined first by trained investigators.

If the carcass appears fresh. based on known time of death. odor. or
some other judgemental criteria. it should be tagged. placed in a heavy
plastic bag, and refrigerated as soon as possible. Fresh specimens are
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best for necropsy. If the carcass has deteriorated, or if it must be
stored for several days, it should be frozen and kept frozen from then
on. The tag should contain all pertinent information such as date found,
exact location, habitat type, name and address of person finding the
carcass, name and address of shipper, and other information that might
contribute to a determination of cause of death.

The National Fish and Wildlife Health laboratory should be called as
soon as feasible. laboratory staff will advise the caller on procedures
to follow in packaging and shipping the carcass to Madison. The address
and phone number is:

+ +
! 1
! National Wildlife Health Laboratory 1
1 6006 Schroeder Road !
I Madison, Wisconsin 53711 !

608-264-5418 FTS-364-5418

+ +

Disposition of bald !!~ carcasses. Collecting bald eagles for
scientificstuoy ~ot possible due to their special protected status.
As noted above. bald eagles found dead or moribund in the wild are
shipped to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National Wildlife Health
Laboratory in Madison to determine cause of death. This procedure
affords an opportunity to obtain additional valuable eagle data.

We recommend that a data form be developed that would become part of
the case history of every bald eagle found dead in the U.S. The same
form could be adapted for birds found dead in Canada. The form (or
format), to be developed later, should incorporate detailed field
observations and laboratory measurements. Among the included data would
be standard measurements, banding or marking information (including
numbers), and FWS necropsy and analytical findings. Where feasible, the
format should permit computerized key entering.

Color photographs (prints and negatives) should be included with the
form wherever possible. Photographs should include: side of head.
outstretched wings and tail spread sufficiently to display any molt and
new feather growth. and dorsal and ventral views of the body.

All data should be centralized. They should be made availaole on
request. although publication restrictions may be placed on data from
birds that are part of ongoing research projects.

The possession of bald eagle carcasses or parts. even temporarily. is
regulated strictly. Persons wishing to make measurements on carcasses
prior to their transfer to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service auspices
should be certain that they have legal authority to do so.

Carcasses should be disposed of as follows:
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Deposited as a study skin or mount in a recognized collection.
This is particularly important if the bird was banded as a
nestling and. hence. is of known age and geographic origin. and
;f the plumage ;s ;n good condit;on.

1.

2. Used for skeletal and other scientific, museum purposes, with
feathers provided to Indians for bona fide religious purposes.
Birds in good shape should be photographed with plumage intact
before feathers are removed. Procedures for obtaining eagle
feathers, feet, and other body parts for Indian religious rights
have not been adequate, resulting in illegal take and black
market sales. The Law Enforcement Dlv;sion of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service currently is working actively on correcting the
situation to both provide better data and better meet the needs
of native Americans.

Carcasses should not:

Be destroyed unless badly decomposed.1.
Be stored indefinitely in a freezer following the disposition of
court cases.

2.

Be deposited as study skin or mount in locations or situations
where they would be inaccessible to researchers.

3.
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Appendix C

REPORTING OBSERVATIONS OF BANDED. COLOR-MARKED. OR RADIOED
EAGLES

Many eagles are being banded, color-marked, and/or f;tted with telemetry
radios each year in the United States and Canada. These birds are
encountered occasionally by the public, by state and federal agency
personnel, and by other researchers. A color-marking protocol has been
developed and it is important that sightings of color-marked birds or
findings from banded or radioed birds be relayed to the proper places
for both research purposes and to satisfy the curiosity and questions of
the persons who report the sightings.

findings ofInformation on any banded eagles and sightings
color-marked or radioed eagles should be sent to:

or

+ +
I I. .
! Bird-Banding laboratory !
! U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service !
! laurel, MD 20811 301-776-4880, extension 335 !
! !
+ +

Information on color-marked or radioed eagles should be as specific
and detailed as possinle and should be written down promptly, not
trusted to memory. Record not only the date, location, and
circumstances, but the color and shape of any marks and where on the
body (including right or left side of the bird) the markers are located.
Also include description of plumage to verify species identification.
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Append;x 0

TECHNIQUES AND TERMINOLOGY FOR SURVEYS OF NESTING BALD
EAGLES

8y Sergej PostupalskyDepartment of Wildlife Ecology, University of Wisconsin - Madison

The purposes of this appendix are to describe how nesting surveys of
bald eagles are conducted. define some of the terms that are used. and
recommend standardized approaches to getting information needed to
monitor recovery. Before the above items are addressed. however. some
brief background information will be presented.

For long-lived birds with delayed reproductive maturity, such as the
bald eagle, it is generally assumed that immatures (individuals with
brown heads and tails or with changing, mottled heads and tails) do not
breed, while adults do. However, matters are not quite this simple. It
is important to distinguish between the territorial and non-territorial
segments of the total population present on the breeding range. The
former consists of mated (paired) adults (rarely individuals still in
immature plumage), associated with a breeding area (defined below)
containing one or more nest structures, and defending or having
exclusive use of some part of this area, usually the vicinity of the
currently occupied nest (defined below). Occupation of a breeding area
is prerequisite for reproduction. The non-territorial segment of the
population consists largely of immature individuals, but is believed to
include an unknown and variable proportion of fully adult eagles, which
have not succeeded in finding and holding a territory. These adult
NfloatersN are thought of as a reserve from which individuals are
recruited into the territory-holding population. A young adult, upon
reaching maturity has three basic options. It can:

1. enter the territorial population by filling a vacancy, that is,
replacing an individual that died;

(if2. find an unattached mate and establish a new breeding area
suitable unoccupied breeding habitat is available);or

3. fail;ng that, remain a part of the -floating" populat;on until a
mate and breeding habitat can be found.
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SURVEYS OF NESTING BALD EAGLES

Surveys of nesting eagles are conducted in many ways and with
variable levels of effort and competence on the part of observers. Some
observations are conducted from the ground or water below the nest
through variable lengths of time and from various distances. Some nest
surveys are conducted from the air by flying low over the nest. usually
with fixed-wing aircraft but occasionally via helicopter. Some persons
climb up to the nest. either ;n conjunct;on w;th banding or s;mp1y to
get better informat;on on the use of the r.est by the eagles. even in
cases where there are no young present. Techniques are somet;mes
d;ctated by log;stics. weather. and safety factors.

Both randomly sampled and systematic or non-random surveys have been
employed to measure reproductive success of bald eagles. Unlike surveys
to estimate the density of nesting eagles, however, no significant
differences have been found in productivity measurements depending on
whether the nests are sampled at random or not. Thus, productivity
surveys commonly do not employ (and do not need to employ) random
sampling techniques.

Surveys of nesting eagles should be conducted only by qualified,
experienced observers and pilots, if aerial surveys are used. Aerial
surveys are the most accurate, efficient, and preferred method.
Climbing to nests provides the most complete information, but should be
conducted only after the young have reached a size at which they no
longer require brooding and before they become old enough to fledge
prematurely or "jump". Climbing should be undertaken only by
pxperienced, qualified personnel under proper weather conditions.
Climbing at the egg stage or before is permissible only if needed
information cannot be obtained by any other means, and again only by
qualified persons. Routine climbing to nests during the incubation
period should be avoided, as there is great risk of abandonment imposed
by such climbing. As a general rule, climbing or even close approaches
to nests prior to hatching should be avoided.

Aerial surveys are not believed to disturb the birds although there
have been isolated reports of adult eagles attacking ~he aircraft.
Adult eagles generally respond to aircraft during the incubation period
by staying on the nest (thus making it difficult or impossible to count
eggs) and, during the nestling stage, by flying from the nest and
circling or perching nearby until the aircraft has left. Nestlings vary
in their response to the aircraft; some crouch or lay down on the nest
but most simply stay as they are and watch the aircraft.

Depending on the intensity of the search and the experience and
background of the searchers, based on their familiarity with the biology
and subtle field sign of the eagles, one often can determine the recent
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presence of eagles even when the birds are not present during the brief
period of the survey.

Nest surveys have been conducted at different t;mes dur;ng the
reproduct;ve per;od. The generally accepted approach to nesting surveys
among bald eagle researchers is to aerially check all known and reported
nests once during the early part of the 1ncubat;on per;od. A second.
follow-up aerial survey is conducted during the latter half of the
nestling per;od. when eaglets are large enough to be seen and counted
from the air. Timing of surveys is important. Survey workers must be
familiar with the phenology of the eagles' breeding cycle. that is. the
timing of key events (egg laying. hatching. and first flights of the
fledglings). In areas where ongoing research includes the banding of
nestlings. the second aerial survey may be conducted earlier during the
nestling stage. even though some young may be too small to be seen
clearly and counted from the air. or may be covered by the brooding
adult. Such timing of the second survey will determine which nests
failed and which are still going. The final count of young approaching
fledgling age is then made by the banders.

Due to the variety of workers, techniques, and situations, there has
been some disagreement over terminology, recommended techniques, and
interpretation of the observations. Discussion among workers over the
years has provided some resolution to these problems, and there is now
more agreement on terminology.

TERMINOLOGY

Breeding!!!!. This is the local area associated with one territorial
pair of eagles and containing one or more nest structures. The term
IIbreeding area" is more neutral. with fewer behavioral implications than
the term "breeding territory" formerly used in this context. Under rare
circumstances a breeding area occupied by a pair may lack a nest
structure at the time of the survey; this can occur when a nest is
destroyed by severe weather prior to the survey.

Alternate (supernumerary) nests. Bald eagles frequently re-use nest
structures in subsequent yearsand often for periOdS of !'Iany years.
Quite often eagles will build and use a new nest near a previous nest.
Sometimes several nest structures will accumulate in suCh a manner in a
particular area, although only one would be used for a nesting attempt
during any given nesting season. There may be as many as seven nest
structures associated with a single pair of bald eagles. These groups
of nests are generally identifiable by their closeness to each other and
distance from the nearest nests of other pairs, but occasionally, suCh
as in areas with high eagle nesting density, the distribution of nests
is less clear and the groupings of nests are not as distinct. In suCh
situations the number of pairs present and the MownershipM of individual
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nest structures will emerge from the pattern of simultaneous occupancy
and use of nests over several years.

Occupi~~ nest (or occupied ~reedi~ area). This term also has been
used widely unaer-a variety of conte~ and involves a nunt>er of
semantic and interpretation problems. Its use is both entrenched and
accepted, however. Also, the term pertains most closely to the real
item of interest -- the number of breeding pairs of birds. Therefore,
the term should continue to be used, although with care and
qualification.

Occupancy basically refers simply to the presence of one or more
adult eagles within a breeding area during the breeding season. The
biggest problem of determining occupancy revolves around the presence of
single vs paired birds and. during surveys. whether one or two birds are
seen. A pair of birds may exist within a given breeding area but
frequently only one of the pair is seen during a survey. Different
workers have handled (or ignored) tne problem in different ways so that
past data from different sources (including some used in this Plan) are
not exactly comparable. An increasing consensus, however. has been to
count only nests with evidence of actual pairs of eagles and not count
nests occupied by single birds or where the status cannot be determined
reasonably.

Based on the above agreement to count occupation by pairs and further
based on results of an intensive study of techn;ques and tim;ng of
surveysin the Ch;ppewa National Forest in north-central Minnesota
(Fraser 1978). the Team recommends counting as occupied only those nests
with evidence of an actual pair of birds in future surveys.
Observations of occupancy by unmated. s;ngle adults should continue to
be recorded and reported for completeness of data and in case they are
desired in later analyses but. for the present. they should not be
tallied under" occupied nests." Evidence for occupancy under this
criterion ;ncludes the following: a) young were observed. b) eggs were
laid (eggs or eggshell fragments observed). c) one adult observed in
incubating (Msitting low") posture on the nest during the incubation
period. d) two adults observed at an empty nest or within the breeding
area. e) one adult and one eagle in immature plumage at or near a nest,
especially if mating or reproductive behavior (display flights,
copulation. nest repair. etc.) was observed. and f) an empty nest which
shows clear evidence of having been repaired in the current season
(stickS w;th fresh breaks on toP. fresh lin;n9 material. green twigs,
etc. added). or a brand new nest (fresh sticks from the base up). This
conclusion rests on the assumption that nest-buil~;ng behavior in the
wild is elicited by the presence of a mate. Droppings and molted
feathers alone usually are not sufficient evidence for a pair.

A previously used term was -active- nest. The most generally agreed
use for this term is for nests showing evidence of actual breeding by a
pair of eagles, such as the presence of eggs, an adult in incuDation
position (although some birds show the behavior without eggs present),
nestlings, or solid evidence of eggs or young having been present during
that breeding season. The term has been used under such a variety of
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conditions by different workers, including situations without evidence
of actual breeding, however, that it potentially is too ambiguous and
should not be used further.

Productivity. This depends on the number of young raised each year
within the nesting population. After young leave the nest they become
ftJch more difficult to observe and count, unless the area is studied
intensively, than when they are still confined to the nest. Because of
this and because the survival of birds raised to advanced nestling
stages is quite high, the young are counted for productivity
calculations in most studies just prior to the time of normal fledging.
Historically this period has coincided with the banding period because
the young are also at the best age for banding at ,that time.

The recommended measure of product;v;ty for the breed;ng popu1at;on
;s the average number of young per occup;ed nest, that is, the total
number of young produced d;vided by the total number of occupied nests.
Most workers also report the average brood size (total number of young
divided by total number of successful nests). Brood size has shown
relatively little variation, however, and by ;tse1f provides 1;tt1e
insight ;nto overall productivity.

While productivity based on total pairs (young/occupied nest) is the
ideal measure. it is difficult to attain under some circumstances found
outside of the Northern States Region. Where the two-survey technique
can not be employed for logistical reasons. such as in Canada and
Alaska. productivity is based on all breeding areas. This method. from
a single survey during the nestling period. offers a crude estimate of
productivity for areas with healthy bald eagle populations in which
nearly all available breeding areas are occupied by pairs. Inasmuch as
some breeding areas remain unoccupied by eagles. this method
overestimates population size and yields a minimum estimate of
productivity.

BAlD EAGLE NESTING SURVEYS FOR RECOVERY

Nesting surveys for monitoring population status and productivity for
purposes of this plan should consist of two aerial surveys per year, one
early in the nesting season to determine occupanc~' and one later to
count the number of nestlings produced. Timing of these two surveys is
important, if not critical for reliable data, but may vary from locality
to locality depending on local nesting phenology. Timing should be as
follows:

1. l!~ survey. This should be
c~etedegg-laying and early
National Forest of north-central
period is during mid-April.

during the
incubation.
Minnesota,

average date of
In the Chippewa

for example, that
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2. !:!!! survey. This survey should be conducted after the adults
are not brooding consistently, the young are large and dark
enough to be seen easily from an airplane, and most nestling
deaths have occurred. It Should be before the young normally
begin fledging. The period is when most young are between about
five and nine weeks of age. For the Great lakes States of
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, this period is generally
during June.

If fund;ng is not available for both surveys, serious consideration
will have to be given to which information is most important (number of
occupied nests or productivity). Both are important at present and both
surveys should be maintained.

Although standardized data and reporting forms have not been
constructed and adapted. they would facilitate collect;on. reporting.
and comparisons of future surveys. Such forms are highly des;rable and
recommended as part of the overall coordination and communication effort
(Step 4 of the Recovery Plan). It is recommended that actual, raw,
observations made during the surveys be stored. rather than ;nterpreted
conclusions made by the surveyors or compilers. Raw data. such as the
number of birds present, their behav;or and posit;on relative to the
nest. whether incubating or not, condition (state of repair) of the
nest. date. time of day. etc., constitute a much more useful body of
information. than do already interpreted records stating that the one or
ther other breeding area or nest ;s -occupied-. lIinactive", or whatever.
The actual observations upon which such interpretations were based are
much more informative and have the advantage that they enable other
workers to compare them with their own and, if necessary, to
re-interpret them in the light of the latest understanding of eagle
breeding biology and behavior. The storage of raw, uninterpreted data
will be especially important to resource agencies which experience
turnovers of personnel.
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Appendix E

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR BREEDING AREAS

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide minimum criteria for
protecting bald eagles at their breeding areas from human disturbance
and to preserve and enhance important habitat features of these areas.
The criteria are based on a synthesis of existing guidelines in present
use by the U.S. Forest Service (Eastern Region). U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. and the views of eagle researchers.

Although eagles often use particular nests for many years, they
frequently move to different sites. Turnover of existing nests, from
losses to wind, changes by the eagles, and other natural factors may be
as much as 12% of the sites per year. Eagle -real estate" is much less
fixed than for humans. Thus, the conservation and management of nesting
habitat is far more important than the identification and preservation
of specific nest sites or even breeding areas.

Eagle tolerance of human presence ;s h;ghly var;able, both seasonally
and among d;fferent ;nd;v;duals or pa;rs of eagles. Some bald eagles
nest and accept people, boaters, hikers, cab;ns, roads, and other human
Dresence ;n very close proximity, posSibly as a result of habituat;on.
On the other hand, some may be extremely ;ntolerant and be disturbed
read;ly. This var;ab;l;ty must be recogn;zed ;n both research and
management. Management should be conservat;ve and assume that
;ntolerant b;rds may be present now or ;n the future. We should be
espec;ally conservat;ve ;n areas with low populat;ons.

All nesting eagles are disturbed more easily at some times of the
nesting season than at others. Four periods of sensitivity to
disturbance can be identified for nesting areas. These are as follows.

1. ~ critical period. Prior to egg laying bald eagles engage in
courtship activities and nest building. During this and the
incubation periods they are most intolerant pf eAternal
disturbances and may readily abandon the area. The most critical
period for disturbances therefore extends from approximately one
month prior to egg laying through the incubation period.

2. Moderatel~ crit;cal period. Th;s ;ncludes approximately one
month prior to the above period and about four weeks after
hatch;ng. Prior to the nesting season ;ndiv;dual pairs of eagles
vary considerably in time of return to the nest site or, if
permanent residents, the time they begin to come into
physiological condition for breeding and become sensitive to
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disturbance. After hatching the chicks are quite vulnerable to
;nclement weather and need frequent brooding and feeding.
Disturbance can keep adults from nests and. depending on the
weather and length of time ;nvolved. may cause weakening or death
of chicks. The adults are quite protective of the nest site as
long as one or more healthy chicks are present. Thus.
disturbance at th;s t;me ;s less cr;tical. although still
potent;ally detrimental. than during the pre-lay;ng and
;ncubation per;od.

3. low critical period. This period extends from the time chicks
are aDout one month of age until approximately six weeks after
fledging. During this time adults are still quite attached to
nesting areas but tolerate moderate amounts of human presence.
Restriction should be decided on a case by case basis.

4 Not critical period. The existence of this period depends on
wnether adults~permanent residents ;n the;r nesting areas.
In most reg;ons adults leave the vic;n;ty for a few weeks or
months each year. Dur;ng the t;me they are gone one need be
concerned only with activities that alter the habitat ;n ways
that would make ;t unsuitable for future nesting.

The timing of these periods depends on geographic location. Eagles
tend to breed earlier farther south or in coastal locations.
Establishment of critical periodS in managment planning will therefore
depend on the timing of nesting in each area.

Management of nesting areas will depend on the amount of suitable
habitat, numbers of pairs present, extent of the areas used by nesting
eagles, and present land uses. Plans should be prepared for each
breeding area and planning should encompass larger units when habitat is
suitable and many nesting pairs are present. In planning for a large
region, particularly if major changes in land use or development are
anticipated, the following major items should be addressed:

1. Distribution of habitat modification. large contiguous areas of
nabitat shoura-remain suitable, not just small, specific sites
where nests currently are located.

2. Upper limit to habitat modification. limits on habitat
modification snould be clearly established in advance, and
unplanned development should be discouraged or prohibited.
limits set in advance are generally more acceptable to persons
desiring further development; the process permits reasonable
negotiation and compromise and limits are easier to enforce.

3. Rate of-- development. Development should only be allowed to
approach the upper limit slowly. over a period of years. Sudden.
large-scale development should be prevented if possible.

4. Seasonal timing of human activity. Construction and related
activities Should. be confined to the low or non-critical periods
of the year described above.
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Human attitudes !~~ eagles.!!!. the area. Much human-eagle
lnteraction depends on the predomrna~ attitude of human
residents of each area. Residents and visitors of some areas are
very favorably disposed toward the birds, if not proud and quite
protective. They may be careful not to disturb the birds and may
help prevent disturbance or destruction by other persons. Such
attitudes should be encouraged through education and law
enforcement. Illegal shooting of eagles, especially young birds
of the year still in the vicinity of nests during the fall
hunting season, should be severely penalized.

5.

The above guidelines pertain to larger geographic units where several
eagles may be nest;ng. The follow;ng pertain to specific breeding
areas.

SITE-SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS

A. Basic informat;on and essential habitat. Site-specific management
plans should be tailored to the size and conf;guration of essential
habitats, and should address such factors as the prey base, habitat used
for forag;ng, and any other features necessary for maintain;ng habitat
suitability. In addit;on, management plans should clearly specify
restrictions on human activities and habitat alterat;ons in establishing
buffer zones around nests (see next point ;n outline). For basic
information forms, see end of this appendix.

B. Disturbance Buffer Zones for Nest Trees. Each nest within a breeding
area will be protected by three zones that become less restrictive to
human activity as the distance from the nest increases. Some activities
need to be restricted only during the nesting season, or critical
periods. Guidelines for zones, based on those developed by the U. S.
Forest Service in the Eastern Region and used in several parts of the
United States, are described below. If buffer zones are used they
should be established around all nest sites within a breeding area
regardless of their activity status, since alternate nests often are
used as feeding platforms and roosting sites.

1. Primary Zone

a) Size: The boundary of this zor.e should be 330 feet (5 chains
1rOiii the nest.

b) Restrictions: All land use except actions necessary to
protect or improve the nest site should be prohibited in this
zone. Human entry and low-level aircraft operations should be
prohibited during the most critical and moderately critical
periods, unless performed in connection with eagle research or
management by qualified individuals. Motorized access into
this zone should be prohibited. Restrictions on human entry
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at other times should be addressed in the breeding area
management plan. considering the types. extents. and durations
of proposed or likely activities.

2. Secondary zone

a) Size:
nes-£.

This zone should extend 660 feet (10 chains) from the

b) Restrictions: Land-use activities that result in significant
changes in the landscape, such as clearcutting, land clearing,
or major construction, should be prohibited. Actions such as
thinning tree stands or maintenance of existing improvements
can be permitted, but not during the most critical and
moderately critical periods. Human entry and low-level
aircraft operations should be prohibited during the most
critical period unless performed in connection with necessary
eagle research and management by qualified individuals. Roads
and trails in this zone should be obliterated, or at least
closed during the most and moderately critical periods.
Restrictions on human entry at other times should be addressed
in the breeding area management plan, considering the types,
extents, and durations of proposed or likely activities.

3. Tertiary Zone

a) Size: This is the least restrictive zone. It should extend
one:quarter mile (20 chains) from the nest. but may extend up
to one-half mile (40 chains) if topography and vegetation
permit a direct line of sight from the nest to potential
activities at that distance. The configuration of this zone.
therefore. may be variable.

b) Restrictions: Some activities are permissible in this zone
except during the most critical period. Each breeding area
management plan may identify specific hazards that require
additional constraints.

C. Other Management Guidelines.

1 Abandoned Nest Trees

a) When a tree containing an eagle nest has blown down or has
been damaged so it can no longer support a nest, remove all
buffer zones. The breeding area management plan itself,
however, should remain in effect or be revised, such as by
removing buffer zones until a new nest is established.

b) When a nest structure disappears but the nest tree remains the
buffer zones should remain in effect through at least the
following three breeding seasons. If the nest is not rebuilt.
remove the zoning but still consider the area as essential
habitat and protect it accordingly.
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c) When a nest is classified IS a remnant. that is. one that has
been unoccupied for five consecutive years, and is not being
maintained by eagles, retain only the primary lone.

Roost;ng and Potent;al Nest Trees.

a) Three or more super-canopy trees (preferably dead or with dead
tops) should be identified and preserved within one-quarter
mi le of each nest' as roosting and perching sites.

b) In areas identified as potential nesting habitat. there should
be at least four to six over-mature trees of species favored
bu b~ld eagles for every 320 acres within 1320 feet of a river
or lake larger than 40 acres. These trees should be taller
than surrounding trees or at the edge of the forest stand. and
there should be clear flight paths to them.

c) Artif;cial nest structures may be provided where suitable nest
sites are unavailable in occupied or potent;al hab;tat.
Structures may be placed in trees contain;ng d;lapidated
nests; in trees without ex;sting nests, but wh;ch otherwise
appear su;table; or ;n man-made structures such as powerlines
or tr;pods. Nest platforms should be approximately five to
six feet in length and width (25-36 square feet) and be made
to last for several years. Roosting structures may be erected
using powerpoles with several horizontal perches near the
upper end.

3. Prey Base Management

a) F;sher;es management should strive to maintain a prey base
consistent with eagle food habits.

b) In some breeding areas, particularly in the west, mammals form
a portion of the diet of bald eagles. land management in
these areas should maintain an adequate prey base in
terrestrial habitats.

c) Feeding of eagles may be considered a valid management tool in
areas where natural prey are highly contaminated or
temporarily unavailable for some reason. This management
option" rarely will be used.

d) In some regions. commercial and sport fishermen may be
providing an important but unrecognized (by people) food
source for eagles by dumping rough fish. Many commercial
fishermen are also suffering from reduced catches of game fish
and quotas imposed for the purpose of managing fisheries.
Subsidization perhaps in the form of monetary or tax
incentives might benefit eagles. fishermen. and possibly the
fisheries.
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SITE-SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS

Outline for data file and breeding area management plans

Breeding Area No. and Name:

Nest No.(s):

Location:

Date:

By:

J. Breeding Area Characteristics
A. General Description

Nest Site Relationships
Overview of Habitat and Land Uses

Feeding Areas (Known and/or Assumed)B.

c. Known or Potential Perch/Roost Trees

Potent;al Nest S;tes Ava;lableD.

Land Owernship within Breeding Area
Identify Acquisition Needs

E.

Post-nesting Use of Hab;tat

II. Nest Site Characteristics (Each nest in territory)
A. Tree Measurements (height, DBH, size); Nest Measurements

B. Condition of Nest Tree

c. Date Constructed

Timber Type. Size and DensityD.

E. Distance to Water

Distance to Roads and Other DevelopmentF.

G. Accessibility

Relation of Nest Height to Surrounding CanopyH.

Precise Directions for Reaching Nest
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III. Pair Behavior and Biology
A. Response to Human Instrusion, if Known

Analysis of Existing and Potential Disturbance Hazards

B. Summary of Nesting History

Research and Study Data Availablec.

IV. Management Constraints
A. Roads and Trails to be Closed or Re-routed

Buffer Zone ConfigurationB.
Modification of Existing or Proposed Timber Sales. Roads
Recreation Development. etc.

c.

Essent;al Hab;tatD.

v. Special Hazards
e.g., Powerl;nes, Recreation Activity, etc.

Recommend low-level (500') aerial photographs taken in each cardinal direction
with nest in the center. important features of the breeding area. including
perch sites and alternate nest sites. can be shown. A map (recommend scale
of 4" = 1 mile) should be a part of the plan showing all important aspects of

the management plan contents.
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Example of form used by
U.S. Forest Service (Eastern Region)

- 1Terr1tory Name~
BALD EAGLE NEST RECORD

Lode

'Prepared By 'Date-

I Forest ,5tate~ IDistrict !Legal Uescrlpt;onCounfj

Apx. Size
NEST TREE
Species DBH
Condit;on of Tree.
Remarks:

Ht.
~EST
1eiQht
uate Constructed
Accessibil ity: CJ> [=101 DE.!!
Visibility:

lANDOWNERSHIPR National Forest
~ Other Fed. or State
1::7 County, City, etc..cr Private

'DEVELOPMENTNEST HABITAT

(.lm;) m;
.1mi)_=:m;

IDistance to nearest main road
luistance to woods (LUR) road l ~Structural developments nearby -
. IWild~Mod. developed~ell develope

"int>er cutt1ng in area?
If.S.I. Planting. etc.?
It<emarks:

Timber type, size, & density
Distance to open water (.1 mi.) mi.
Dist. to lake-1OO Ac. or larger (1.5 mil.)~i.
Dist. to major river ',.5 mi.) mi.
Dist. to swamp (.1 mi. mi. T.S & D.
Nest trees available? Apx. No.Remarks: --- - .

FEEDING AREA:

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS AND REMARKS.

1/~Difficult to reach; M-Moderately easy to reac.h; E-Easy to reach nest site
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SUGGESTED FORM FOR LETTER TO PRIVATE LANDOWNERS

(Modified from letter be;ng used in the state of Maine)

Dear [ ]:

You are one of the few fortunate individuals in the continental United
States to have a bald eagle nest on your property. As you probably are aware.
the bald eagle population declined for many years. Pesticides. shooting.
trapping. and other human activities all have been involved. Another important
factor is the loss of nesting habitat.

We are contacting you because of this last concern. As part of a coordinated
effort by the [ ], u. S. Fish and Wildlife Serv;ce, [and ... ,]
to manage bald eagles, we have developed management guidel;nes for every bald
eagle nest known in the state.

The attached report deals specifically with the pa;r of eagles nestinq on
your property. It summar;zes everything we know about the nest location. site
characteristics, nearby areas used by the eagles, nesting history of the pair.
and any other research data ava;lable (food hab;ts. behav;or. contaminant
levels. etc.). The last section prov;des some guidelines to help ma;ntain the
integrity of the nest s;te and to maintain or improve the eagles' nesting
success. We want to stress that these are only suggestions. not hard and fast
rules or regulations.

Eagles exhibit a high degree of loyalty to a nest site over time.
Occasionally a nest is not used for several years. This may be due to death of
one or both adults, disturbance, or some other factor. Our data now indicate
that these sites merit protection because eagles will return to nest in the
same area, often in an old nest or rebuild in the same nest tree, after an
absence of 10 or more years. Therefore, we have prepared guidelines for all
nest sites which are currently suitable, even if unused for several years.
We hope that these sites will be reoccupied as our eagle population recovers.
Maintenance of good nesting habitat is the key to the bald eagle's future.

In addition to your help and cooperation in protecting these valuable
eagle areas, we would appreciate receiving any further information, comments,
questions, and ideas that you may have. We welcome reports of feeding areas,
perching areas on other properties, or nearby developments which threaten the
nest site. Please contact us or your local state wildlife personnel:

[ ]Reg;onal biolog;st:

Conservation officer: [ ,

Should you decide to sell or modify the nest site or adjacent property.
please notify us first. Perhaps together we can work out a solution that will
maintain the area as good eagle habitat. We hope this information has been of
some help and that mutually we can benefit the bald eagles.

Thank you.

[ ]Sincerely,
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Appendix F

GUIDELINES FOR WINTERING PERIOD SURVEYS

Thousands of locations throughout the U.S. are used each year by
wintering bald eagles. Biologists and land managers must decide which
of these areas will receive management attention. Their decisions are
based, in part, on information obtained during surveys which provide
data on the distribution and abundance of bald eagles during the winter
period. The most important areas are regularly used feeding sites and
night roosts, the primary focus of site-specific management plans.

The guidelines in th;s appendix address four main questions: 1) What
areas should be surveyed?, 2) How often are surveys needed?, 3) What
informat;on should be obtained? and 4) What procedures should be used?

Survey Locations

The vicinities of known nest sites should be checked to determine
whether eagles are resident during part or all of the non-breeding
season. If eagles are present. attempts should be made to identify
their feeding area(s) and night roost(s). and to determine the period of
time the eagles remain in the area.

The select;on of survey locat;ons outside of nest;ng hab;tat depends
on whether the object;ve is to check feed;ng areas or to obtain
informat;on concerning night roosts. Feed;ng areas and n;ght roosts
usually are checked ;n separate surveys because they may be as much as
15 miles apart (the h;ghest recorded distance is appro~;mately 17
m;les), and because the number of eagles present at them varies with the
t;me of day and several other factors.

To date, most surveys of feeding areas have been confined to
locations associated with water. However, where food other than f;sh or
waterfowl is ava;lable, open water is not a habitat requirement. Food
resources from terrestr;al habitats, such as b;g game and livestock
carr;on, jack and cottontail rabbits, and ground squirrels are the major
food items of w;ntering bald eagles ;n several locat;ons. Thus, ;n
addition to aquat;c hab;tats, surveys of feed;ng areas should include
terrestrial habitats.

Priorities for areas to check can be established on the basis of
known or suspected levels of prey availability. Other things equal, the
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nunmer of eagles
available.

is likely to be greatest where food isthe most

Night roosts are found in a variety of habitat types and are not
necessarily in the immediate vicinity of feeding areas. Trees in
ravines. on the leeward side of hills. or in other wind-protected
situations are the most likely to be used. particularly during harsh
weather. In relatively flat terrain where few trees are present. eagles
usually roost in trees that are clumped or screened from the prevailing
wind by other vegetation. As a general rule. trees in exposed sites are
occup;ed only dur;ng mild weather.

~~ Frequency

The number of surveys needed in local wintering areas depends on the
amount of information available for site-specific management plans. If
the approximate date when bald eagles first arrive in an area is not
known, surveys should begin in mid- to late October. The main value of
an early survey is to establish the initial date for seasonal
restrictions on human activity in important wintering areas.

At locations where peak periods and levels of use have not been
determined. or where preferred feeding sites and night roosts are not
known. surveys are recommended at 7 to 21 day intervals throughout the
winter periOd. Survey frequency can be adjusted so that areas with the
greatest potential for high use are checked most frequently.

Biologists unfamiliar with the characteristics of wintering eagles
might question the need for more than one or two surveys each winter,
especially because only two surveys are recommended for the breeding
season. The need for repeated surveys stems from the high mobility of
wintering bald eagles. Some remain in one location for months, but
others move quite frequently. Reasons for the movements are not fully
understood, although some clearly are related to changes in prey
availability and weather conditions. As a result of these movements,
distribution and abundance of eagles in local areas fluctuates
considerably during the winter. For example, a location where an
average of 10 eagles are seen in January might have a~ average count of
40 in February and a peak of 60 in March. Preferred feeding sites
within an area could shift from open water early in the winter to
adjacent terrestrial habitat later in the season. The level of use at
night roosts also is variable. Thus, to identify important feeding
areas and night roosts, surveys are needed throughout the winter period.
In many locations a high level of survey effort probably will be
required for at least two winters to identify regularly used sites.
Thereafter, survey frequency can be reduced to whatever is desired for
monitoring a particular area of interest.
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~~ Information.

For each survey of a roost or feeding are a complete record should be
made of the date. time. personnel. procedures. route. and weather
conditions. Determining the distribution of wintering bald eagles ;s as
;mportant as determining their abundance. Therefore. the locations of
eagles observed during surveys should be plotted as prec;sely as
poss;ble on maps. Consistently-used feeding areas and even ;ndividual
hunt;ng perches are identified by comparing the observations plotted
over a number of surveys. Detailed information of this type is
essential for delineating the boundaries and special features of
wintering areas where site-specific management plans are needed. This
level of detail also is needed for Endangered Species Act (Section 7)
formal consultations.

~!!.l Procedures.

To the extent possible, survey procedures should be the same all
winter. Because observer competence is a major source of variability in
winter survey results, the same experienced observer(s) should conduct
all surveys in a particu11t area, with the same pilot and aircraft for
aerial surveys. Recording detailed information during a survey may
require a primary observer to look for eagles and a recorder to plot the
locations of eagles, carrion, waterfowl, stretches of open water, or
other items of interest and value. Eagles missed by the primary
observer but seen by the recorder or the pilot should be noted
separately.

Surveys can be conducted from the air. the ground. or by boat.
Visibility from a boat usually is limited by shoreline vegetation or
topography. therefore. surveys by boat are advisable only f,or locations
inaccessible from the ground or unsafe for aerial survey. Surveys from
the ground are recommended where vegetation and terrain do not restrict
visibility. e.g."small lakes or rivers where the entire shoreline can be
seen from a few fixed points. Aerial surveys are recommended for large
wintering areas. and locations where ground access is poor. or
visibility is limited. Some feeding areas and roosts appear suitable
for both ground and aerial surveys. At suCh locations. initial surveys
can be conducted simultaneously from the ground and the air to assess
which procedure is better.

Safety is the foremost consideration during aerial surveys. Pilots
should have considerable prior experience conducting wildlife surveys
that require slow. low-level flying. The route and the location of
potential hazards suCh as powerlines should be determined before each
flight. Tight turns should be minimized.
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Aerial surveys can be conducted from helicopters or fixed-wing
aircraft. More eagles are likely to be detected from helicopters
because eagles usually flush ahead of them and are quite noticeable.
However, flushing eagles from roosts or feeding areas on a regular basis
could lead to abandonment of these essential wintering sites by some or
all of the affected birds. Also, the cost of using a helicopter (about
five times the hourly cost of a fixed-wing aircraft) is seldom
justified. Therefore, helicopters are recommended only where use is
dictated by safety dictated by safety considerations.

A small plane such as a Piper PA18 ("Super Cub-) is ideal for aerial
surveys by one observer. For surveys that require two observers, a
small four-seater capable of slow flight (e.g. Cessna 172 or 180) is
recommended. Ouring aerial surveys a speed of 60 to 75 mph is optimal;
up to gO mph is acceptable. Detection of bald eagles drops sharply
above gO mph. The recommended survey height is 100 to 300 feet above
ground or tree level. Flights above 300 feet are of limited value
because many less conspicuous eagles are missed. During surveys along
rivers both shorelines should be visible from one side of the plane.
Where tree cover is dense, or a river is braided or so wide that both
shorelines cannot be seen adequately on a single pass, the plane should
circle and make additional passes until the area is covered thoroughly.

Surveys ;n feed;ng areas should co;nc;de w;th the t;me of day when
most bald eagles are forag;ng. Th;s usually ;s one to three hours after
dayl;ght. It;s adv;sable to check n;ght roosts just before an early
morning survey of feed;ng areas, and to delay the survey unt;l later ;n
the morn;ng ;f a large number of b;rds are st;ll at roosts. Surveys
late ;n the morn;ng or ;n the afternoon are not recommended because some
bald eagles soar when weather cond;t;ons are appropr;ate, and others
move to roosts or other protected sites to rest after feeding.

Both direct and indirect methods can be used to determine whether
bald eagles hunt in terrestrial habitats adjacent to water. One
indirect, highly recommended method is checking beneath roost trees for
prey remains and regurgitated pellets of undigested material. Do this
only when no eagles are at the roost, e.g., at mid-day. Because eagles
can digest fish completely, few castings are found where fish are the
major item in the diet. Vegetation from fish stomachs sometimes is
regurgitated in pellet form, and fish scales and cartilage occasionally
are found in castings that contain feathers or hair. A large proportion
of castings with hair indicates that eagles are obtaining carrion or
live prey in terrestrial habitats. By analyzing castlngs it may be
possible to determine which mammals are fed upon; in many instances one
species clearly is dominant. These data can be used to infer that
eagles hunt at particular sites or in certain vegetation types known to
support the prey species. Roost sites should be checked for castings on
a regular basis, e.g., once per month.

Another indirect means of determinging whether terrestrial habitats
are used is to count eagles at night roosts and compare the results with
a count made the following morning in aquatic feeding areas. The
morning survey should be preceeded by a check of roost areas to
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determine how many eagles are still there. A n;ght roost count that
substantially exceeds the count from the morning aquatic area survey is
an indication that some of the eagles may be in terrestrial areas.

The general pattern of eagle distribution in terrestrial feeding
Ireas usually cln be determined directly by conducting surveys in
suitable prey habitat. Where there are few suitable sites for bald
eagles to hunt. each site can be checked. However. where the potential
hunting Irea is vast. aerial surveys along transect lines Ire
recommended. This type of survey provides an index of eagle
distribution in relation to vegetation types Ind other habitat
characteristics. Transect lines spaced 1.5 miles apart are suggested.
The length of the lines depends on the suitability of vegetation as prey
habitat. In any case. transects normally need not extend further than
15 miles from roosts. It should be recognized that I survey along
transect lines provides In index of distribution and information on the
extent of feeding areas: it does not provide accurate data on
abundance. In wintering areas where terrestrial habitats receive high
use by eagles. the best means of assessing Ibundance is to count at
night roosts.

Night roost surveys are conducted at dusk or dawn. Dusk is preferred
because most eagles return to roosts before dark, while there still is
enough light to see them, whereas some eagles leave roosts at or before
daybreak, when it is too dim for an accurate count. It is important to
search periodically for roosts, until there is a high degree of
confidence that all regularly used sites have been identified.

Occasionally. counts at roosts cannot be made safely from the a;r.
nor can roosts be seen d;rectly from the ground. In these situations
observers watch from a distance and count eagles as they fly toward the
roost site (or from it. ;f the survey is done in the morn;ng). This
procedure underestimates the actual number of birds using a roost
because eagles rema;ning there all day are not seen. and some flying to
(or from) the roost could be m;ssed.

Other Considerations

There has been confusion over the interpretation of winter survey
data. particularly with regard to abundance. and a discussion of the
matter is appropriate in these guidelines:

1. Because of visibility biases inherent to surveys, a survey
provides an index rather than an absolute count of the eagles
present at a particular time.

Counts at night roosts generally provide more accurate indices of
abundance than counts in feeding areas, provided all roosts in a
wintering area are checked.

2.
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The total number of eagles using a particular location during
winter cannot be determined because individual birds vary in the
length of time they remain in anyone place. Therefore the
"wintering population" in a particular location, county, state,
or region is dynamic, not fixed in size. At present the range,
average, and peak number of eagles observed in feeding areas or
at roost sites are the most meaningful measures of use in
wintering areas. Better indices (e.g. estimates of "bald eagle
use days.) for comparing levels of use in various locations are
desirable and hopefully will be developed in the future.

3.

4 Fluctuations in use occur between winters and within winters. As
a general rule, however, wintering areas where suitable prey
resources are regularly available, relatively abundant, and easy
for eagles to obtain are used each year and support far more
eagles than do surrounding, less suitable locations. Properly
conducted surveys should reflect these types of differences.

. Surveys do not provide all the information necessary for the
preparation of site-specific management plans. Additional studies are
needed for the following:

1. for majoridentifying
species;

and assessing important habitat prey

assessing tree regeneration at night roosts and in feeding areas;
and

2.

identifying vegetation or terrain features that screen roosts and
feeding areas from human activity or wind.

3.

Also. in some locations intensive observations or telemetry studies will
be necessary to adequately define the extent of bald eagle hunt;ng
areas. Th;s is particularly true where eagles use terrestr;al hab;tats
extens;vely.
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Append;x 6

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR WINTERING AREAS

Wintering bald eagles have not received the wide-spread, long-term
attention given to nesting bald eagles. Information on wintering birds
for the longest period of years comes from the region along the
Mississippi and associated rivers, particularly in Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Illinois. The information consists chiefly of counts of birds and
records of wintering locations. A few detailed studies of night roosts,
feeding areas, and eagle movement patterns have been conducted at
scattered places in the Northern States Region, particularly in
Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, Utah, Colorado, South Dakota, and
Nebraska. However, these generally have been short-term studies
concerned with limited geographic areas, and much of the information has
not been synthesized and reported.

In addition to the paucity of information on wintering eagles. the
birds use a much wider variety of habitat than when nesting; their
behavior is much more variable in their use of that habitat; and they
are much less faithful in their use of particular sites. That is. some
wintering sites are used only for short periods and the eagles mayor
may not return to the same site in subsequent years. This apparently
depends on factors such as weather. quantity and concentration of food.
availability of alternate locations. and human disturbance. At nesting
sites adult eagles invest considerable effort and resources in
construction of nests. laying and incubation of eggs. and rearing of
young. Such is not the case with wintering sites. One would not.
therefore. expect bald eagles to evince as much site tenacity at
wintering areas.

As a result of both lack of information and variability of habitat
use by wintering eagles, less is understood about what wintering birds
require and management is more difficult. The objective of management
at wintering areiS is to maintain or improve their suitability for bald
eagles. Because we do not know yet the best ways to accomplish that,
the Team can provide only general guidelines for starting the task. We
recommend more research into the needs of wintering eagles and better
communication among persons attempting to manage wintering eagles.

Management of wintering eagles should focus, at least initially, on
areas that are known to be used consistently each year by concentrations
of birds. Therefore. the first step is to conduct surveys of numbers
and specific locat;ons of b;rds. as described in the previous appendix.
In any geographic region the most important sites will be those where
the greatest number of birds are found over the longest periods of time.
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The second step, after determining which areas are being used
consistently by large numbers of eagles, is to begin thinking about
site-specific plans for the protection and management of those areas.
The most important considerations will depend on whether a particular
site is a night roost or a feeding and daytime use area. For night
roosts, the prime considerations should be habitat maintenance and
prevention of human disturbance, both while the birds are present and
over the long term. Disturbance when eagles are arriving or present at
a roost may cause them to abandon an area altogether. long term
activit;es, ;ncluding some when the birds are not present, may alter the
suitability of the habitat for future use. At feeding sites the pr;me
consideration in most cases will be cont;nued ava;libil;ty of food, but
prevention of human disturbance is a second important considerat;on.

The next step involves consideration of known historical and present
circumstances and characteristics of a site. If bald eagles are using
an area, initial management should be directed toward maintaining
present conditions. Changes should be made only after careful
deliberation and knowledge of what can be done to improve the area for
eagle use. If the birds are using areas away from human disturbance,
increased human activity should not be permitted unless it is consistent
with the birds' welfare (such as biological studies by experienced
researchers or distant viewing facilities to increase awareness and
appreciation by the general public). Other areas, however, may be
situated in the vicinity of much human activity. Some feeding and
daytime use areas in the midwest and east, for example, are located
below dams in or at the edge of towns and cities. In such cases, where
the eagles are clearly accustomed to human presence and activity or in
areas that are used less consistently by the eagles, management may be
less restrictive.

In some cases, management plans may incorporate some form of zoning,
with the intensity of restriction and management varying with distance
from the site, as has been used for nest sites. The zone approach
should not distract from the real needs of the birds, however, and, in
general, the Team recommends site-specific plans with size and shape
tailored to the particular locat;on. Easements, cooperative agreements
w;th land owners, or acquisition from willing sellers might be necessary
for management of most privately owned s;tes (See example of letter at
end of prev;ous appendix). Management on public lands should be
emphasized in locat;ons of mixed ownership.

After considering past and present circumstances arid deciding the
boundaries of the area to be managed, plans need to address two broad
categories of management: habitat maintenance and enhancement. The
following points identify some of the items to be considered for night
roosts and feeding areas respectively.
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GUIDELINES FOR NIGHT ROOSTS

Management areas for night roosts should encompass the tree(s) in
wh;ch eagles actually spend the night, trees used for perching during
arrival or departure, and other trees or phys;cal features such as
hills, ridges, or cliffs that provide w;nd protection. Flight corridors
regularly used by eagles mov;ng to or from roosts should be included in
the plan. In all cases land use decis;ons must consider the nature of
the action, its temporal and spatial relationship to the roost, and the
current level of d;sturbance in the area. Publicity regarding roosting
areas may increase human disturbance to a level causing eagles to
abandon the area. Locations of all roosting sites thus should be treated
as sensitive information and should not be publicized.

A. Maintenance

To the extent feas;ble, control human activity in the v;cinity of
roosts during the t;me of year when bald eagles are present.
Allowable activit;es ;nclude eagle research or management by
qualif;ed persons and existing act;v;ty being tolerated by
roosting eagles. Certa;n recreational activities, suCh as
hiking, cross-country skiing, and birdwatching, that occur
further than 1320 feet from the a roost m;ght be tolerated by
eagles, espec;ally if there ;s complete visual screening of the
area where these activities take place. At locations where
eagles already have habituated to a high level of human activity
even relatively loud, noticeable disturbances such as road
repairs may be tolerated, particularly if such activities take
place only during the day when most eagles are away from roosts.
However, at every site there probably is a threshold of
disturbance which, if exceeded by the cumulative effect of
several activities, or a sudden increase above ambient levels,
will cause abandonment of the roost by some or all of the eagles
using it. Therefore, human activ;ty should be mini~ized to the
fullest extent possible, or allowed with the stipulation that it
must cease if it disrupts use of the roost s;te.

1.

Occasional activity that does not permanently affect the
suitability of the site for roosting can be allowed. provided the
activity is brief (e.g. one to flve hours). and that it takes
place during the time of day when no eagles are present. There
should be sufficierlt monitoring to insure that the activity does
not disrupt use of the site by eagles.

Maintain trees in the roost area. This may require restrictions
on land uses that would result in the destruction of roost trees.

2.
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Prohibit alteration of physical features such as cliffs or ridges
if the alterations would significantly lesson the visual
screening and wind protection these features provide.

3.

4. Prohibit construction of highways. roads. railroads. gravel pits
mines, buildings, airports, or other structures.

Control or prohibit use of the area by l;vestock ;f ;t is
determined that unrestr;cted use ;s adversely affect;ng tree
regeneration to the extent that the long-term suitab;lity of the
roost is jeopardized.

5.

B. Enhancement

Minimize immediate threats to trees, e.g. stabilize banks,
control eros;on, place protective screening or fenc;ng around
trees in areas where damage by beavers, l;vestock, or other
animals is a problem.

1.

2. Plant young trees in locations where natural regeneration is not
sufficient to provide roosting, perching, or wind-buffered trees
on a sustained basis, or where additional buffering from human
disturbance and wind is desired. Also, new roosts could be
created by planting trees in suitable wind-protected sites where
no trees currently exist.

3. Maintain openings that allow eagles easy access to roost or perch
trees in dense stands. Provide access to potential roost or
Derch trees in dense tree stands by creating openings or
selectively thinning.

GUIDELINES FOR FEEDING AREAS

A. Maintenance.

1. Prohibit or discourage actions that are likely to reduce the
abundance or availability of suitable prey to such an extent that
fewer eagles would be supported in any area. This is the most
important management consideration in feeding areas.

2. Control human access. particularly in areas of concentrated use.
during months when bald eagles are present. The posting of
important concentration areas should be considered to reduce
innocent intrusions. A distance of 1320 feet (one-quarter mile)
is suggested as a minimum buffer zone for human presence (e.g..
birdwatchers) in feeding areas. A larger zone may be needed if
the eagles have line-of-sight vision to activities beyond 1320
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feet. Allowable activities in feeding areas include eagle
research or management by qualified persons, current activities
being tolerated by eagles, and occasional activities of short
duration (e.g. repair of telephone line, checking stockponds).
Within large wintering areas where eagles are widely dispersed
there might be small areas which, for a variety of reasons, are
rarely used and have low potential for future use by bald eagles.
Some human activity can occur in such places without
significantly affecting bald eagles.

3. Prohibit or discourage land uses that would destroy. or otherwise
make unsuitable. trees or other habitat features used as hunting
or resting perches. if few alternative perches are available.

4. At locat;ons where su;table perches are ;n l;m;ted supply.
1dent;fy and protect s;tes where young trees can be planted.

5. Control or prohibit use of feeding areas by livestock if
unregulated use is adversely affecting tree regeneration to the
extent that the long-term suitability of a site is jeopardized.

6. Prohibit the use of toxic materials in local rodent or predator
control programs and the use of exposed-bait furbearer traps.

7 Land uses that would result in destruction of vegetation or
physical features that screen feeding areas should be prohibited
or discouraged.

B. Enhancement

1 Improve habitat for prey species. To the extent possible,
nrovide conditions that promote regular prey availability from
both terrestrial and aquatic habitats.

2. Increase the number of hunting and resting perches in locat;ons
where suitable perches are few in number and ;n locations where
tree regeneration ;s ;nsuff;c;ent to ma;nta;n perches on a
sustained bas;s. In aquat;c habitats the pract;ces described
below w;ll. be most beneficial when applied w;th;n 100 feet of
water because trees in th;s area, especially those with l;mbs
very near or hanging over water, are preferred perches. In
terrestr;al habitats preferred perches are trees w;th commanding
views of prey habitat; for example, solitary trees or edges of
woodlots or forests.

Perches may be created by measures such as the following:

a) Create a clear flight path
selected branches or trees.

to suitable perches by cutting
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b) Plant young trees; use indigenous species preferred by eagles.
If necessary, selectively thin dense stands to provide better
growing conditions for the remaining trees.

c) Plant trees or tall shrubs if additional screening is needed
for feeding areas.

d) Provide art;f;cial poles w;th perches or erect and install
large dead trees brought ;n from elsewhere. such as from log
jams above dams.
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Append;x H

u.s. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE BALD EAGLE TRANSLOCATION
POLICY

BACKGROUND

The previous decline of bald eagle populations in the U.S. appears
to have stabilized. Throughout its range, the present status of the
bald eagle is thought to be relatively constant or perhaps slightly
increasing. The Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), as well as the public,
has shown a great deal of interest and support for the return of bald
eagles, despite their low recovery priority. In response to this
support, many Federal, State, and private agencies have given top
priority to bald eagles in their non-game and Endangered species
programs and budget their resources accordingly. Since 1974, various
Federal, State and private agencies have been using translocation
techniques to augment or reestablish bald eagle populations in their
historic range. Such reintroductions involve the movement of e9gs,
eaglets, or free flying birds from a wild population of relative
abundance or a captive population (including captive-bred, rehabilitated
and confiscated birds) to an area with no or comparatively low numbers
of breeding birds. Hacking (a modified version of the fa1coner1s
technique for training raptors for release into the wild), fostering,
and egg/clutch manipulation have also been util;zed in reintroduction
efforts. Review of the var;ous bald eagle translocat;on projects being
conducted throughout the country has demonstrated the need for
coord;nation and the establishment of national guidelines.

Recognizing that translocation is a legitimate management. tool, it is
paramount that a Service-wide policy be adopted which outlines major
responsibilities .and priorities, provides the framework and appropriate
; interface for the orderly execut;on of translocat;on projects
nationally, and prescribes maximum resource protection.

This document establ;shes basic nat;o~al guidel;nes and cr;ter;a
while allow;ng ind;vidual Reg;ons the flex;b;lity to review. approve. or
d;sapprove. and coordinate translocat;on activ;t;es cons;stent with the
intent of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). the Bald Eagle Act (BEA).
and the Migratory B;rd Treaty Act (MBTA).
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GENERAL FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE POLICY

The complex and intricate interdependencies of living organisms
dictate that conservation efforts be focused on the community and
ecosystem level. The purpose of the ESA is Nto provide a means whereby
the ecosys!ems (emphasis added) upon which Endangered species and
Threatened species depend may be conserved,...N It is the policy of the
Service to focus attention on habitat improvement management in its
efforts to restore bald eagle populations. Whenever there is evidence
that natural pioneering or wild birds are present in small or depressed
(including declining) populations, their protection, management, and
enhancement should receive higher priority than translocation. However,
it should be recognized that in most cases protection and management of
eagles and eagle habitat is compatible with translocation efforts.

. When translocation is selected as a management tool. all such
actions. regardless of technique used. will be conducted in accordance
with the following guidelines and the policy of the affected state(s).

TRANSLOCATION GUIDELINE PROCEDURES

1. Preliminary Planning Process.

The party initiating the
(recipient area) must provide
Regional Director serving their
include (but not be limited to):

translocation project
a project description

area. This document

request
to the
should

a) An assessment of the recipient area.

; ) An evaluation of past, present, and future ownership and
management of the area.

11 ) An evaluation of historical records regarding previous
use of the area by nesting bald eagles.

;; i ) An analysis of the prey base and eagle foraging areas,
including the presence of key habitat features required
by prey species.

;v) An evaluation of the availability and suitability of
nest and perch sites.

v) A determination of the effects of disturbance by the
public, including proximity of translocation sites to
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urban areas, industry, recreational areas, and future
development in the area.

An analys;s of lim;ting factors which contributed to the
init;al decline. i.e.. environmental contam;nant levels,
hab;tat destruction. 1ndiscr;minate shooting. and
trapp;ng.

vi)

A review of local public sentiment toward reintroduction
in the recipient area.

b) A statement of long range goals and objectives to be achieved
;ncluding:

1) The number of breeding pairs of eagles to be
established. desired production levels (number of young
fledged per occupied nest). etc.

A breakdown of the number of donor b;rds requested per
year.

11)

Suggested sources for obtaining the required number of
birds.

111)

The estimated duration of the translocation project.

y) A description of how the project relates to the
appropriate Bald Eagle Recovery Plan(s) and reference to
the specific citation in the plan calling for
translocation.

c) Funding and personnel requirements including:

1) Funding source(s)

11) Annual and total project costs

Identification of key personnel involved in the
translocation project, their affiliation, and
qualifications for attaining the goals and objectives of
the program.

2. Coordination Responsibilities

The Regional Directors will have the authority to review,
evaluate, approve, or disapprove, and coordinate translocation
activities. Translocation project descriptions and
justifications which receive final approval will be transmitted
to OES for Washington Office review and information. All
translocation projects must comply with Section 7 of the ESA, as
well as Federal (including ESA, BEA, and MBTA permits as
appropriate) and State permit requirements.
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Once Regional approval has been granted for a translocation
project, it will be the responsibility of the Regional D;rector
serving the recip;ent area to make the necessary arrangements
with the affected Federal. State, or pr;vate agency for the
acqu;s;tion of eagles. The Reg;onal D;rector may choose to
delegate th;s responsibil;ty to the agency conduct;ng the
translocat;on project. However, for translocat;on projects where
the donor and rec;pient areas are located in separate Reg;ons,
close coordination must be ma;ntained between Regions throughout
the durat;on of the project.

The Regional Directors must keep DES informed of both the
availability of the donor birds and the number of birds required
for each Regionally approved project. If the number of birds
needed for aproved projects exceeds the number available. DES
will work with the Regional Directors and their staffs. striving
for the most effective placement (from a national standpoint) of
the limited birds available for translocation. while endeavoring
to meet at least those projects in each Region that fall into the
priority A category. In attempting to interface the policy
gu;del;nes contained herein with the needs of each translocation
project. consideration will be given to well established ongoing
projects which have received prior Reg;onal approval.

These guidelines and the following priority system do not
supersede State authority as manifested in their existing bald
eagle management programs or approved Cooperative Agreements
under Section 6 of the ESA.

3. Translocation Project Priority

The Service identifies the priority of distributing eagles for
translocation as follows:

a) To maintain relict populations (defined as a population of at
least one breeding pair that has attempted to breed or occupied
a breeding area in at least 1 of the last 5 years).

b) To reestablish extirpated populations.

To enhance establ;shed populat;on (def;ned as a population of
breed;ng pa;rs greater than 25 percent of the known or
suspected histor;cal level) that are not otherwise adequately
increasing their numbers.

c)

4 ~nor Sources

The priorities for sources of birds for translocation are:

a) Captive breeding; including Patuxent Wildlife Research Center,'
zoos, and private breeding programs.
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b) Incidentally obtained birds, such IS confiscations,
blow-downs, or healthy rehabilitation cases.

nest

from the nearestc) Limited use of wi1d-produced
Ivai11b1e healthy population.

nestlings

d) Limited use of wild-produced young from distant populations

Emphasis should be placed on obtaining donor birds from categor;es A
and B whenever poss;ble. However, OES does not encourage or support the
development of new captive breeding facil;ties specif;cally for bald
eagle propagation purposes. It is recognized that, for long range
planning purposes, it will not be possible to anticipate the
availability of birds from category B. When incidentally obtained birds
do become available, every effort must be made to use these in a
reintroduction program before taking birds from the wild.

The Internat;onal Species. Invertory System (ISIS) ma;ntains; a data
bank on bald eagles in zoos, includ;ng information on breeding, egg
hatching success, and lineage When known. Various zoos have contributed
captive-produced young to reintroduction projects in the past, and it is
anticipated that this participation will continue and perhaps expand as
more zoos improve their breed;ng capabilities for bald eagles.
Rehabilitation and research centers make the offspring from the;r
permanent resident b;rds available for introduction to the wild. When
birds are obtained for release into the wild from these sources, every
effort should be made to match the donor birds lineage (including
population origin) with that of the recipient area.

Release of b;rds which have become impr;nted upon humans shall be
prohib;ted as it is likely these birds would be incapable of breeding
and would have a d;minished capability of surviving in the wild. Under
no cincumstances should b;rds from either captive or wild sources which
are infected with an av;an disease. or are suspected of hav;ng been
exposed to disease. be used for translocation purposes. The agency
conduct;ng the translocation activity is responsible for the health of
the birds. There are numerous wildlife disease authorities w;thin the
FWS which may be contacted for instructions regarding test procedures
for donor bald eagles.

The decision regarding the number of birds that may be removed safely
from wild nest for translocation purposes should be made by the Regional
Director and the State management agency serving the donor arca, in
consultation with the different information and advisory sources
available. It is Service policy that birds may be taken only from a
wild population which is at least maintaining a stable population i.e.,
the number of breeding parFs and the productivity figures are relatively
constant or increasing, with no serious problems/threats existing with
regard to nesting success. Both the short- and long-term trends of a
donor population should be considered.
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The Service believes thAt 5 percent of the previous year's
productivity (successfully fledged young), or 5 percent of the mean
Annual productivity over the past 5 years, whichever is lower, may be
taken without causing serious impact to healthy donor populations.
These figures are somewhat ArbitrAry but appear to be conservative based
on bald eagle population modeling. An understanding of the percent
survivorship to breeding Age in A population will prove most useful in
determining the number of young which .ay be safely 8harvested" for
translocation projects. Individual donor states .ay exercise their
option to reduce the percentage of birds which may be taken. Nests with
three young are preferred for taking of nestlings, but two-bird~ nests
may also be used. At least I)ne nestling should be left in the nest
unless the nest is do~d to fAilure (inwninent destruction or known
death of adults). Only una~r circumstances where donor and recip;ent
agencies And other involved part;es Are in Agreement may all birds from
a single nest be taken. Atte~ts should be made to renK>ve nestlings
from as many d;fferent nests AS possible, in an effort to reduce the
possibility of in-breed;ng in the recipient Area. The removal of
nestlings from donor nests in subsequent years is prohibited.

5. Techniques for Translocation

As there are circumstances unique to each translocation
project, the Service finds it imprudent to outline specific
translocation procedures. Eagles should be translocated only in
conjunction with properly organized programs, which include
subsequent monitoring and evaluation. Efforts such as
observation at the hack/nest site, color-marking,
radio-telemetry, banding, or other means of identifying and
following individual birds subsequent to fledging, should be
taken (as appropriate) to monitor the outcome of translocations.
All marking and radio-telemetry schemes must be consistent with
the national protocol for such activities, as identified by the
FWS Bird Banding Laboratory.

A concerted effort must be made to monitor those nests from
which birds are taken to determine what effects (if any) the
nesting disturbance and removal of a nestling have on the
fledging success of the remaining young, as well as the behavior
and productivity of the parents in subsequent years. If the
agency providing birds from the wild for translocation projects
is unable to conduct follow-up studies of the donor nests to
determine subsequent productivity and nesting territory tenacity
of the adults, it will be the responsibility of the recipient
agency to insure that these studies are performed. The results
of this monitoring will affect future decisions regarding the
removal of birds for translocation projects.

The party initiating the translocation project must work
cooperatively with the Regional Director serving their area, the
affected State management agency, and recognized authorities in
the development of the most pracitical and eff;cient techniques
for successful reintroduction of bald eagles. These techniques
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will be subjected to careful
processes described herein.

reviewscrutiny through the

Conclusion

The Service will continue to fulfill its cORlnitment to review and
revise this translocation policy as new information becomes available.
The Regional Directors will assume the major responsibility for insuring
compliance with and adherence to the Policy established herein,
including the initial review, approval, and coordination of
translocation activities. DES will work together with the Regional
Directors and their staff to insure that the guidelines and priorities
reflected in this policy are implemented successfully on a national
basis, and are consistent with the ultimate goal of recovery of the bald

eagle.

(Approved by Robert A. Jantzen, director)
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